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AERIAL TECHNICS
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF GLIDERS FOR SALE - ALL HAVE BEEN CHECKED,
TEST FLOWN AND ARE READY TO GO !

160 - BLUE / GOLD / WHITE ...................
MARS 170 - GOLD / ORANGE / WHITE ..........•......
MARS 170 - RED / RAfN~OW / WHITE, MYLAR INSERTS ..
GT 170 - WHITE / LT BLUE / WHITE .................
SABRE 165 - RED / LT BLUE SURFKOTE ...............
GTR 162 - YELLOW / WHITE .........................

$1100.00
$1100.00
$1350.00
$1100.00
$1000.00 ·
$1750.00
USED COCOON AND POD HARNESSES ................ FROM $100.00
fLUS AFRO, BALL, LITEK INSTRUMENTS, PODS, PARACHUTES, BOOKS,
GYRO

HELMETS, SPARE PARTS ....... ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS.
!JUST ARRIVEDI- THREE RING
TOW RELEASES

IEXCLUSIVELY FOR POD PILOTSI-

LOOK WHAT ALL THE HOT DOGS
ARE WEARING ...... .
Now, Aerodynes come with
polystyrene inner liners and
ANS/Z90.4 rating
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Aerodynamic Helmets

EDITORIAL
ATTENTION ALL SKYFREAKS I thought I'd get these fIrst words
of wisdom printed in the vain hope that someone would read my
incredible ravings. It would even be adquate if you read the inside
cover. You know the page with all the official rubbish. It may be
boring, but if everyone read it, it would save a few misunderstandings and disappointments when it comes to deadlines, etc.
Unfortunate as it may seem, we have a government body who we are
answerable to. You guessed it - the DOA. After the jubilation over
the new ANO (5000' and all that) comes the realisation that two
seater trikes and aero towing are ILLEGAL. The scene will change
when DOA has all the necessary details of their administration,
certification and specifications. I would elaborate but I really am a
bit foggy as to the details (you know how it is with beaurocratic
boredoms). The main thing is to remember that until such time
arrives anyone partaking in the aforementioned activities is risking
prosecution, so keep it quiet guys. Naturally, I won't be able to
publish any aero towing articles while it is illegal.
Never having been much of a one for laws, it sticks in my craw a bit
having to tell you all this, but someone has to. The consolation is
that when you're riding thermals or throwing wang manoeuvers,
rating systems and the DOA seem trivial and far away.
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You too can own a G".T.R one day..
YOU MAY BE FLYING YOUR M'ARS OR,
GYRO NOW, BUT IT WON'T BE LONG,
BEFORE YOU CAN JOIN" THE TOP
PILOTS ON THE B~ST HANG GLIDER
MADE.
THE GTR OFFERS THE PERFECT COMBINATION
OF PERFORMANCE AND . . . ~ANDLI~~~ WH1Ci:f
MAKES IT THE CHOICE " OF PILdtts FA OM;,'
CHAMPIONS TO PROGRESSIVE PR3'S.
,.~,
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PODS $380
If you want the quality, workmanship, comfort and durability of a Sky Systems
pod, but not the price, this is the pod for you... Take a look at these features.

* Stainless steel shackles, not string,for stirrup adjustment - easier and quicker
* Zipped carry bag with adjustable shoulder straps.
* Opening AND closing drawstrings for the bomb doors, plus emergency "kick out" velcro on zip .
* Large zip pocket, parachute container and ballast bag.
* Zipped spine bag - custom made to whatever size you want.
* Rainbow and other coloured webbing available .
* Tow loops fitted standard
* Full range of colours, including split colour options.
* Three week delivery (normally two weeks), but ijyou're in a hurry we have pods in stock.
AFRO INSTRUMENTS
AFRO DIGITAL ALTIMETER / AUDIO ONLY V ARIO is still the best value at around $535
* All other AFRO varios are also available. Remember - They don't get any cheaper !!

FOIL 160B is now available.
Plus our ever popular $35 Altimeter, plus Pagan books, Tow bridles etc, etc.
STOP PRESS: I've just received the first prototype of a new "Body Bag" harness.
It's basically a pod but half the weight and a half the volume.
Great for X/Cs and more space in the back of the car !! Phone for details and price.

MORE NEW PRODUCTS FROM ...... .

SKY SYSTEMS
Cont a ct your local Dealer:
WILLIAM WHITE

I

(02) 665 7314

EV.\ N JONES (0 52~

214188
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SHYWA
WIND

swiss mode

THE AMAZING WIND AND AIR
SPEED INDICATOR USING THE
LATEST IN ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY:
This anemomete(uses a new type of wireless magnefic transmission (patents
pending) which enables it to measure the propeller rotational speed up to a
distance of 50cm . The mechanism is simple and reliable (jewelled pivots) .
Precision is guaranteed by quartz. Power is supplied by a solar cell :
No batteries needed, no delicate
compartment or oxidisable contacts.
In addition
the instrument is
waterproof. It can be fitted onto your < '~
variometer with the supplied sticky Vbacked fastners , or onto the base bar
with the optional bracket

III

$149

SAIL MAINTENANCE KIT
Combines Foami ng Sa il Clea ner. Sa il
Bath and Sail Bleach to tackle any sail
cl ean ing task . The se 3 purpose
designed product s are very eflective
and are perlect ly safe on all synthetic
sailcloth.

%50

r
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AEROLITE,'
HELMET '. ",:~
HI-TECH AERODYNAMIC "
EFFICIENCY
TEARDROP-SHAPE:8 '.
SUPERLIGHT

Constructed from
polycarbonate
with foam-uQ"'''''v~_

$110
*One size fits all

! ~~
bleach
ba t~

SAFETY DIGEST
SAFETY DIGEST
from the National Safety Director
This month, I have received three accident reports. But
before I get on to them, I have an apology to make. Last
month, I included details of two accident reports from the
Newcastle area in the Sefety Digest. Following normal
procedure, I condensed the reports and summarised the
information omitting the names of the victims. I did not
realise at the time that the two pilots in question wanted the
two reports printed in full, including their names. I regret
this careless error and offer my humblest apologies to Kel
Smith and Michael Bristow, who have again shown their
dedication to safety (??) by reporting the types of accidents
that many experienced pilots choose to hide.
ACCIDENT REPORTS
1 Accident date:
7/4/86
Site:
Ochre Point, SA (coastal ridge)
Conditions:
SSW 20+ kts. Gust component radical
Glider:
GTR 175
Damage to glider: nil
Injuries to pilot:
nil
Pilot rating:
5
Experience at site: extensive
Description of accident: Pilot: "was using large bumps
to initiate stall turns and found that with greater airspeed the
resulting turn was exhilarating. Attempted same with VG
full on and glider flipped on to back and I fell into sail.
Deployed the chute successfully. I accidently released the VG
when trying to regain the control bar. When VG released,
glider flipped back right side up. I managed a stand up
landing - until the chute took over. Dragged backwards
several metres before chute collapsed".

.' .
I don't suppose I have to say much about this one. The
lesson should be fairly obvious to everyone. Attempting
aerobatics is a hazardous procedure, but can be acceptably safe
in ideal conditions. Flying in strong, turbulent condition
should be avoided, but conservative and well considered
flying can usually see you through if you get caught in
them.
2. Accident date:
Site:

13/7/86
Greenthorpe Gliding Club strip,
NSW (towing)
Conditions:
NE wind, unknown strength or
gusts
Glider:
Probe 1
Damage to glider: slightly bent RH upright
Injuries to pilot:
broken right arm (radius), 4 days in
hospital
Pilot rating:
unknown
Experience at site: extensive, plus 4 previous flights
that day
Description of accident: Pilot: "Bad judgement. Pilot
error. Collided with LH front panel of Land Rover".
Unfortunately the details of this accident are rather sketchy,
but it appears the pilot misjudged his landing approach,
dropped short and off-line and collided with a Land Rover.
Landing short of or overshooting a landing spot are common
occurrences when flying inland, but thankfully crashing into
Land Rovers is not. The fact that the car was possibly the
largest object close by points to the possibility of the
situation being compounded by a loss of control at low
altitude.
When flying low to the ground, especially in thermic
conditions, precise control is vital and that is why the
importance of airspeed on landing is stressed so heavily in
beginner lessons.
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13/6/86
Stanwell Park,
NSW, coastal
Conditions:
ESE, 18kts, 25%
gusts
Glider:
GT 170
Damage to glider: broken LH LIE
and keel
Injuries to pilot:
bruised leg
Pilot rating:
3
Experience at site: 50+ flights
Description of accident:
Pilot:
"Circling the reclamation zone, feIt I was
too low for another circle, but too high to
set up final to landing area. Flew a little
deeper into park than usual to lose height.
Very high ground speed due to wind speed
on downwind leg.
Wind very gusty
causing continued downwind drift on base
leg.
Blown on to IlkV power lines
running diagonally across park. Came to
rest under power lines which subsequently
parted. Glider etc fell to ground".

Stanwell ...

There a number of things that I feel should be learned from
this report. Firstly, strong winds will elongate any turns
you made from tailwind to headwind. Close to the ground
this is even more evident as wind gradient reaches higher in
stronger winds. In a wind gradient, turning from tailwind to
headwind is made difficult by the fact that when you bank:
while travelling downwind, the airspeed of the lower wingtip
increases creating more lift and tending to level the glider
out. Gusty conditions make the situation even worse as any
gust from behind decreases your airspeed and can cause a
downwind stall situation.
In this particular incident the pilot was apparently cold and
tired after his first flight for some months and may not have
been concentrating fully. The accident happened at or close
to dusk making it more difficult to see the power lines
against a dark background. In such a situation an approach
such as the one attempted must be ambitious to say the least.
As the pilot concluded "washing off height with figure eights
over reference points may be more appropriate".
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One other thing I'd like to make a brief comment on is what
to do if you see someone collide with power lines.
Apparently some of the pilots who went to the assistance of
the pilot as he was hanging in the power lines nearly became
victims themselves when the glider and some broken wires
fell to the gound.
Rescuing people from power lines needs a special expertise
gained only from years of experience in working with high
voltages. If you see an accident involving power lines DO
NOT APPROACH THE CRASH SITE. Make sure the
pilot docs not attempt to move and doesn't t,ouch anything.
Make sure that no one else approaches the pilot and summon
help from the local electricity authorities. Even if the pilot
is clear of the power lines any live wires in contact with the
ground will make the surrounding area live as well. It is best
to leave the rescuing to experts.
That's all for now. Please don't crash. Christophe.

Bruce Daniel prepares to squash the spot
SKYSAILOR
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~uroptan ~ummtr '86
by Drew Cooper
I arrived back in Kossen on 31st April
and on May 1st had my first flight,
just 1.5 hrs thennal flying as I was
still suffering from jet lag. The next
day I did the same, then by the third
day I was ready to start getting some
kms. From Scheibenwald (which is
the middle T/O) to Steinplatte, back to
Zahmer Kaiser, around the Wilder
Kaiser and back to Kossen, a scenic
journey of 60 kms in 3.75 hrs with
heaps of rocket type thennals. The
next week was below average, with
only 5 hrs airtime and no kms.
The 13th May, not a Friday, and
definitely not a bad day I took off late,
2 pm, from Kufstein, a site that I had
only started from once before and
bombed out. This time the local club
president filled me in on where to get
up. I picked an ideal cycle and gained
my first lO00m which was enough to
get me to the Wilder Kaiser where I
found 1200 fpm up. This got me quite
quickly to the 10,000' cloud base. My
aim was to make Hochkonig my tum
point, then back to Kossen.
Base lifted to 12,000' over Steinemes
Meer and I made Hochkonig, 67kms,
in 2.5 hrs then flew back the same
route as far as Loferer Steinberger and
from there an easy glide back to
Kossen. I still had 3000' above
the landing area and it was only
7pm so I used the smooth evening
thermals to do two small triangles
that they used in the world champs
'85. I landed at 8pm after 147kms
and one of the most enjoyable
flights of my life. In the next 12
days leading up to the Tyrolean
World Masters it was nothing
spectacular with only a couple of
50 km flights and only 10 hrs
aIrtIme. The comp started 25/5
and the first three days were good.
Then came the rain followed by
more rain and we flew only two
more days, very small tasks, so
the scores never changed after the
cut except that Daniel Thut gained
an extra 1 km on Gerard Thevenot
to win the comp from him by 0.5
km. I finished 8th.

7/6. Tony Raumauf, Jorgen Brennige
and myself headed for Como, Italy, for
the Lariano Triangle Compo
The
practice day was quite good but we just
got up high and had a bit of a look
around for a couple of hours and flew
back to the landing area. I didn't realise
at the time, but that was to be the only
look around I was going to get. The
comp started the next day with a low
cloud base (below the tops of the
mountains) and visibility of about
500m. The rules of the comp are very
simple, you fly as far as you can in
any direction and score 1 point per km.
Lots of people, like myself, who didn't
know the area got lost ie Rich Pfeiffer
passes
Eric
Burghauser
going
completely in opposite directions, both
were lost and neither flying the best
course. After two such days with the
longest distance of 77 kms, the comp
got washed out. John Pendry won and
Daniel Thut, Bob Baier and Jos
Guggenmos
were
other
good
performers. I finished 17th. By the
way, if you are thinking of going there
to fly, take your own landing area as
you won't find very many there. Next
day it was back to the land of landing
areas with restaurants and flags on the
roofs and another week of good thermal
flying and a few kms.
20/6.
The Tyrolean Voralberg
Championship, near to Innsbruck, an

area not that far from Kossen, but I'd
never flown there before. We had two
out of three days of good flying and
one average day. 88 kms out and
return was the best flight; 3 completed
it. The mountains we were flying
reminded me of the Sierras in Owens
Valley, 1500fpm was not uncommon
and some reall y wild lee-side turbulence
was experienced. The local star Rupert
Plattner won, my cross country partner
Toni Raumauf was 2nd and me 3rd. A
very good place to fly.
28/6.
Sepp Himberger asked me to
organise a few guys to fly from a T/O
near Walchsee for a press conference to
do with tourism, and make a bit of PR
for hang gliding in the area. Mark
Barnfield, Jorgen Brennige and myself
jumped at the opportunity as the site
was perfect for an early launch, but not
normally accessible as the gate to the
road is locked. It was a good day and
we all got high straight after T/O.
Barnie did the right thing and flew
down over the conference, performed a
few aerobatic manoeuvres and thrilled
the crowd. J orgen and myself had radio
contact and could see the potential of
the day and went X/CO Over the
Zahmer Kaiser we climbed out in the
smoothest 1500fpm up that either of
us had experienced.
J orgen got
unlucky after 30 kms and bombed out.
I got lucky near to where he bombed
out and got back up to fly 144 kms.

Typical scenery on the south side of the Pinzgau
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When the press people asked what
happened to the other two flyers,
Sepp just shrugged his shoulders
and said they couldn't get down.
Peter Vogel invited me to come to
Fiesch for the last Swiss League
comp for the season. I drove to his
place 2/7 in an old beat up VW
beetle that Cris Dagn was kind
enough to lend me for the whole
summer.
Stayed overnight in
Zurich at Peter and Merves place
then headed down to Fiesch early in
the morning in Peter's Mercedes
Sports (much nicer than the Beetle).
The two practice days were good
flying and I had a good look around,
attempting on both days 160 km
out and return but only getting 73
kms and 104 kms respectively. On
the second of the two days 2 young
local pilots flew big distances. On
5/7 from Eggishorn, which is the
main launch site in the area, 40
league pilots attempted a 103 km
out and return, 12 pilots completed
the task. The next day was washed
out so that was it! Niki Kuna won
and I came second closely followed
by Migg Lenz.
I definitely
recommend this place. Around the
first week of July '87 the Swiss are
going to stage an International
Swiss Masters in Fiesch with good
prize money. Now my holiday was
over it was time to start earning
some money so I started work in
the Londoner Pub (a new one) in
Saalfelden which is 40 kms as the
hang glider flies from Kossen. In
the end of July and early August I
made this flight 4 times, the fastest
time being 1.5 hrs. Flying here is
good but the T/Os are not as
consistent as Kossen.

From the Pinzgau looking north to Zell Lake.

with all 4 in the top 20 including Herbert
Kuhr 6th and Eric Burghauser 10th. I was
not there this year, but from what I wasd
told it was typical English flying
conditions. Flying conditions have been
getting steadily worse for X/C over the
last couple of weeks and now in late
August I have sold my glider but it has
been a good summer. 150 km World
Record triangle was set fTom Kossen by Jo
Bathman. Quite a few 100 km triangles
were flown. Helmut Walder flew 220 kms

from Zillertal and a few other pilots
over 200 kms. Toni Reumauf was
close to the 150 krn triangle more
times than he would care to think
about. In the months of May to the
middle of August I have logged 128 hrs
flying time of which 106 hrs were
during X/C flights. I hope it is going
to be a good summer in Australia.
See you there
Drew COOPER

2/8.
The l Ith International
Wildhogel Pohal , 48 pilots and two
days of 64 km out and return tasks.
The first day 14 completed the task
and the second day 8 completed it.
Rupert Plattner won bo th days and
naturally won, Helmut Lorenzoni
2nd and me 3rd.
The European Championships in
Hungary was won by the British
with all 4 team members finishing
in the top 5. 1st John Pendry, 2nd
Bob Calvert, 3rd Gerard Thevenot,
4th Michele Camet and 5th Jess
Flynn. Austria was second overall

One of the many glaciers in the Fiesch area, Switzerland.
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by Ross Duncan
In 1981 I bought my first hang glider which opened up a new
dimension for me.
I realised how many sites there were in my home town
Redhead and the Newcastle area. It was one year of foot
slogging and learning how to soar hills before I went inland
for a taste of thermalling, which scared the heck out of me.
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One weekend I went inland with a more experienced pilot,
Chris McDonald. We went to Hunter Lookout in the
Wattigan Mtns for a beautiful late afternoon ridge soar, from
several hundred feet above I could see the coast and in the
distance Redhead. From that moment on I dreamed of flying
home from the mountains.
I flew the Wattigan's whenever I could, but only managed
little hops. Then in Aug. 83, Damian Biasiol flew to the
coast, which urged me on even more. Then in 85 Greg
Smith flew home to Dudley and C Mack flew to the coast on
two occasions.
On Saturday 16/8/86 seven pilots were at Taylors take off,
but only two pilots flew due to strong conditions, Mollo
flew a few kms to Brunkaville and C Mack flew home to
Belmont. On Sunday I launched into some steady 400 up,
sniffing around to find the core at 500-600 up, before I knew
it I was over the back at 4 grand radioing back to my driver
that I was away. I drifted in zero for a while, then I turned
tailwind and headed for a selected landing paddock on the
western side of Lake Macquarie. Arriving with 1000', I
wasn't about to attempt to cross the lake and then like a gift
from nowhere I hit a light thermal which I milked to its full
extent to cross the lake. Seeing home almost in reach I
dribbled in a choppy bubble until I was certain I could make
it, then turning tailwind and pulling the VB full on and bar
in for the final glide.
An old dream had finally become a reality.

Steve Moyes is claiming an Australian and World record for
an "Out and Return" flight of 299 kms. Steve completed
this flight in the Owens Valley (America) in July.
Congratulations Steve.
Delta Bronze and Delta Silver badges are now available to
. pilots who have a sporting licence, and have correctly
completed the tasks.
Delta Bronze - you need to hold a PR3 rating only.
Delta Silver - 50 km open distance, 1000 m height gain and
5 hrs duration (under FAI rules).
These will cost you $5 each, and they are worth it.
Don't forget, your Sporting Licence costs only $5 for the
first year, and is then renewed at no cost (yet!) each year
when you renew HGFA membership. You can ask to be an
official observer, and watch your mates break records!! (Fill
in the applications for sporting Licences in your Handbook
note on it "I want to be an Official Observer".)
Forms for record attempts, badge attempts and copies of F AI
codes are available from me. Send me a SAE for forms,
badges, etc.
12
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Denis Cummings
Dights Crossing
Singleton. 2330

THE PEG
During my four years of flying I have seen quite a few gliders
ground loop whilst left parked on their noses unattended: and
even though this time can be minimised, there is always the
critical time between clipping on the bottom wires and
taking off, (pre flight checks and harness attachment) when it
is not possible to guard against your glider taking off solo.
SOLUTION
Attach a 20cm plastic (nylon) tent peg by a very short piece
of twine to the nose of your glider and drive the said peg into
the sand (ground). After use the tent peg is simply pushed
back into the sail until it is needed again. Cost approx
$l.20. Very cheap insurance
Safe flying
Lex Jones

First the good news
Several years ago when hang gliding activities were limited
to 300' above ground level, HGFA and the various State
associations spent a lot of time attempting to convince the
Department and other airspace users that hang gliding
activities above 300' AGL were a safe and reasonable
proposition.
To cut a very long story short, we ended up with something
of a two-pronged attack with HGFA seeking an overall 5000'
AMSL limit on operations and State associations seeking a
ceiling of up to 9500' AMSL in certain 'reasonable'
delineated areas throughout the various States.
These designated areas submitted to the Department took into
account many of the inland launch sites of the day. (Tow
launches were not as yet broadly established).
The
Department trimmed the areas up somewhat (even on
occasions deleting the take-off). Nevertheless the airspace up
to 9500' was made available on a trial basis for one year by
way of a Notam to ascertain how well or otherwise hang
gliders could mix it with general aviation operations outside
controlled airspace.

We made it quite clear that the minimum number of hours
required prior to obtaining a cross country rating was
considerably in excess of the minimum experience in hours
required of a private pilot of aeroplanes. The hang glider
pilot was committed to this form of flying and took it
seriously. He was no weekend thrill seeker who gave not a
damn about other aviators.
The message we got was very clear. If hang glider pilots
were seen to be in reality as we had indicated, there would be
a good case for increasing airspace for hang gliding
operations.
So the ball is now fairly and squarely in our court. We are
no longer fringe dwellers in aviation. We are in the thick of
it (or could be).
Now for the bad news
Since the Notam was implemented in April, 1985, Flight
Service units in the NSW region have not recorded a single
occasion of flight notification in the designated upper
airspace - none, zero, zilch - and we were asked to explain
why!

Certain groups in the aviation community were flabbergasted shocked, horrified and flabbergasted - one submission to the
Minister no less concluded that "........ .it was the most
irresponsible piece of air legislation ever drafted in
Australia." Another charged that the Minister should be held
personally responsible for any fatalities resulting from midair collisions of hang gliders and powered aircraft - heavy
stuff.

Nevertheless, we have applied for an extension of the Notam
until the end of April, 1987 after which time our suitability
to operate above 5000' will again be debated. It will improve
our lot considerably if the appropriate Flight Service Unit is
contacted prior to ll!1X cross country flight, volunteering
flight details.

All other airspace users are required to submit flight plans for
operations above 5000' AMSL. Furthermore, listening
watch on radio and position reporting with estimates accurate
to two minutes are mandatory. Flight Service Units are then
able to pass advisory details of traffic conflicts to all aircraft
operating above this magical number of 5000'.

So please, next time you fly CALL THE LOCAL FLIGHT
SERVICE UNIT and
1. Advise:
Point of departure
Time of departure
Expected route to flown
Expected max. altitude en route
Estimated landing place and
time
Number of gliders involved

Our Achilles' heel in this whole proposition was that while
everyone else was required to go position reporting by radio,
we were unable to comply. Certain airspace users were
outraged, if for no other reason that they too had been trying
to divest themselves of compulsory reporting above 5000'.
It became very necessary then for us to be seen as trying to
comply with the common standard and we agreed that Flight
Service would be notified of our usage of any airspace above
5000'. We were exempted of course from position reporting
and contactability. DOA and aviators in general realised that
notification of our planned flying activities would be
approximate to say the least Nevertheless, aviators felt
better about knowing that a hang glider or two MA Y be in
their area.
So the message we gave OOA and aviation in the end was
that hang glider pilots using this upper airspace did not
necessarily have a death wish. The air would not be filled
with a bunch of crazies whose sense of responsibility was
questionable.

2.

Check on any restricted areas that the FSU may
have activated.

3.

Request wind direction! velocity at appropiate
altitudes for the day.

Allow a sensible margin with controlled airspace boundaries,
active restricted areas and prohibited areas, and bear in mind
that a number of aviation groups are still less than pleased
about our new found airspace and will use any adverse
associated hang gliding incident in an attempt to curtail our
present entitlement.
Keiran and Co. worked too hard for too long to go backwards
now!
Bruce Cunningham
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X}C MILESTONES
by Paul Cleland
This sJX>rt has been very, very good to
me and I get nostalgic thinking about
how far we have come. As a new
summer approaches I thought it would
be fun to recall some of our leaders
flights - the ones that expanded our
envelope.
1976, I think it was, when the ultimate
test of efficiency was the flat land
trophy - to stay up for 15 mins in less
than 15 kts from a hill less than 50'
high. It was won by Arnold Cohen,
flying from the northern spit at Hill
60, Port Kembla, NSW. Australians
had the best kites then available and
X/C meant the ability to cross gaps on
a coastal ridge. The national record at
that time is open to conjecture, but
Skysailor quoted the best distance as 17
miles and it belonged to a number of
pilots including Rob Brown and Wayne
Blackmore, who flew from Cape Jervis
to Normanville in SA. Wayne's effort
was particularly gutsy - he had to land
perfectly on wheels each time he flew,
since he'd lost the use of his legs in a
towing accident 4 years before.
Meanwhile,
some
pioneering
Americans wr:re starting to thermal
X/CO Trip Mellinger and Gene Blythe

flew 47 miles from the Owens Valley
in July 1976, but the word never really
filtered out. Considering the general
level of skill (what's a vario??) and the
state of glider design at the time, these
achievements were outrageous.
1977 was a watershed year for the
sport, and American pilots stretched the
World Record in a big way. In June,
Bob Pruitt flew 62 miles in New
Mexico and Jeff Scott increased the
mark to 81 miles in the Owens Valley,
but the best was yet to come. In a
brilliant Owens Valley season, 57yr
old George Worthington set official
Open distance and goal records of 95
miles as well as an out and return
record of 48 miles. George was an
accomplished sailplane pilot who had
seen the light, and he communicated
his experience enthusiastically to the
world's hang gliding community. As a
result of his promotion of X/C
competition, interest in leaving the
ridge grew dramatically. George twice
gave away the chance to be the first
pilot to fly 100 miles in a foot
launched aircraft.
That destiny
belonged to Jerry Katz. Just two days
after George's second 95 miler, Jerry
landed beside a brothal for 103 miles, a
record that would stand for three years.

Bruce Atkinson launching at Joanna - EF6
16.

October

Australia had all the ingredients for
similar flights and the thermal hounds
were emerging. They embarked on a
romantic period of investigating
unflown inland sites but just staying
up was enough for most. The 1978
Australian Nationals were held at
Burra, SA (won by Tim Travers) but
the sport was still very naive and the
rules did not encourage thermal skills.
This fact didn't stop Peter Brown from
going over the back of Porters Lagoon
for 20 miles. Later that year the first
X/C contest was held in the Owens and
subsequent publicity through "Hang
Gliding" magazine resulted in the first
serious assault by Australians the
following year. If they did well, they
would not only improve their skills
but gain world wide recognition.
Peter Brown from Pacific Palms led the
way by following up eighth in the X/C
classic with the world's longest flight
for 1979. He launched in a black Maxi
from the Sequatchie Valley in
Tennessee. His flight took 5 hrs, most
of which was spent going crosswind
following the ridge. When he finally
flew downwind, he went 60 miles to
yield a point to point distance of 81
miles.
Peter's effort was very
significant because it was the first time
anywhere in the world that a really big
distance had been flown outside
of the desert and big mountains
of Western America.
It
naturally encouraged a lot of
Australian pilots.
As 1979 was finishing, Steve
Ruffles organised the first
(informal) Mt Buffalo X/CO
Ken Battle arrived at the meet
having just set a new national
record of 55 miles from
Bendameer in NSW. Most of
the country's best were present
and Buffalo's magic was taken in
with large gulps. On the fourth
day Ken ripped to land just short
of Benalla's glider JX>rt. The
sailplane guys had promised a
case of champagne to the first
hangie to land there but they
were never forthcoming. Ken
landed just 200m short of their

strip and the bastards welched.
Ken's fledge was far superiDr to. the flex
wings Df the day, but there is no. better
way Df accelerating progress than by
gathering the cDuntry's best pilDts in
Dne place. Two. day's after his flight,
Victorian Bernie Beer upped the
natiDnal recDrd to. 60 miles with a
flight from Buckland Gap in a maxi.
A few weeks later, Steve MDyes
entered the saga and tDDk Bernie's
recDrd away with a sea breeze
frontal flight Df about 65 miles
[TDm GooIDngDIDDk in NSW.
The 1980 Owens Valley
seasDn saw Ian Jarman almDst
win the Classic and Eric
RaymDnd increase the wDrld
recDrd to. 121 miles. Later that
year, MDyesie launched frDm
the Owens to. becDme the first
Australian to. crack 100 miles
with a 6 hr flight that required
landing by the light Df the full
moon.
The spDrt suffered Dne Df its
many tragedies when the
fDunder Df the Australian X/C
league, Paul Van HDff, was
killed at TalbingD in NDV
1980. His memDry lives Dn.
BefDre his death cDuld really
sink in, the first 100 mile
flight Dn Australian sDil was
achieved.
RDn Grey, frDm
Victoria, never gDt abDve 600'
AGL Dn a flight may never be
equalled.
Launching frDm
dunes Dn the CDast just west Df
the SA bDrder, he gDt Dn to. the
Nullabor cliffs Dn his EF6.
They drDP straight into. the
Bight and are radically undercut
and unclimbable. They are full
Df difficult bays and pDints.
The cDuntry is so. remDte and
the Dcean so. hDstile that to.
land in the drink wDuld be fatal. The
gDal was originally to. land Dn the
beach at the head Df the Bight, but RDn
had to. abDrt after 101 miles because a
bend in the CDast made the wind tDD far
Dff to. cDntinue. It was the wDrld's first
100 miler Dutside the Owens Valley - a
truly unique achievement.
MDyes WDn the secDnd Mt Buffalo. X/C
in early 1981 and Phil MathewsDn wDn
the (at last revived) NatiDnals. Later

that year, Jim Lee flew an incredible
168 miles from Sandia Peak in New
Mexico., to. blDW apart the wDrld recDrd.
In the Owens, Larry TudDr went clDse
(158 miles) as if to reinfDrce the
suspiciDn that dDuble surface flex
wings had caught up with the rigids.

belDved Buckland Gap. The Classic
(wDn by Craig WDrth) and the
NatiDnals (wDn by Steve BlenkinsDp in
the year Bright Belly struck) were
blessed with cDnsistantly excellent
weather which accDmDdated new and
challenging tasks. Huey has never
been as kind at Buffalo. since. Once the
cDntests were Dver, Ian Jarman upped
It was time fDr thDse strange West
Bim's natiDnal recDrd to. 120 miles
Australians to. gct in Dn the act. In the
with a flight frDm MyrtlefDrd Hill, but
spring Df 1981-82, Bim Lillig flew the
it didn't last IDng. On the same day his
cDuntry's first thermal pDwered 100
'"mate RDb De GroDt went clDse
~"'-." ~ "'- "" ",-" '\. " '~~~
to. the wDrld recDrd by flying
156 miles. RDb's flight had
really expDsed Dur flat land X/C
pDtential. It was a flight so. far
\ '. ~
beYDnd the average pilDt's
\ '\
experience that it fDrced us to
\
,
rethink
Dur
previDusly
\. \,'
perceived
limitatiDns.
The
\~
"magic" 100 miles just wasn't
gDod enDugh any mDre. Our
~ '~
wingsmiths encDuraged this by
" \\
putting up prizes fDr the first
\
'
200 miler, which have yet to
be claimed.

.,

1982-83 was the year Df El
Nino. drDught and savage bush
fires and IDCal recDrds were
Steve
falling everywhere.
BlenkinsDp highlighted SA's
flying cDnditiDns with two. 100
milers which greatly helped his
\
" '
win in the X/C League that
year.
Meanwhile in NSW,
Steve MDyes' two. year DId state
recDrd fell first to Paul
MDllisDn and a mDnth later to.
Bill PDDle. Bill was the first
to. break 100 miles within that
state with a flight frDm
GresfDrd Pass to. the sewerage
treatment wDrks at CDDlah.
The VictDrians weren't idle
either; Bruce Wynne was
rDbbed Df 100 miles from Ben
Nevis in Easter 1982 because
The
he ran Dut Df land.
NatiDnals were held from there
miler. He launched from a site he
fDr the first time in Feb 1983 and the
described as a "hDle in the ground" and
postpDnement caused by the Ash
landed 114 flat land miles later to.
Wednesday bush fires didn't StDP the
eclipse cDmparable previDus Oz flights
brothers Daniel from cleaning up.
by almDst 100%. A mDnth later Kevin
Walker, Peter HDwlett and Ray
Steve MDyes became wDrld champiDn
Chatfield went clDse to. 100 miles from
in Europe's summer and Australia WDn
Mt Bakewell.
the Team CDmp. from the favDured
Brits. The highlight Df the American
During the practise days leading up to.
seaSDn was Dne B.S. day from
the third BuffaloX/C Bernie Beer again
HDrseshDe MeadDws when seven pilDts
did a biggie (106 miles) from his
flew mDre than 140 miles. The 200
SKYS AI LOR
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mile barrier was broken by the brilliant
Larry Tudor that day. With spot-on
timing, he launched into the morning
sun and 10 hrs later put it down 221
miles away, a record which still stands.
With this knowledge and the X/C
League as added stimulus, our 1983-84
summer saw Ray Chatfield take away
Rob De Groot's national record with a
flight of 180 miles from Mt Bakewell
(a "mound", but apparently aptly
On the same day Peter
named).
Howlett and Grag Maloney flew 175
and 132 miles respectively.
Mt

Horrocks in SA had a really good
season and Dermot Meaney raised the
SA record to 139 miles. Danny Scott
won the Ben Nevis nationals in the
year that John Pendry came on really
strong.
Towing had by now gained widespread
Rick
Duncan
acceptance
and
demonstrated its effectiveness by
pinging off the line for a national
record of 181 miles in 1985. Phil
Flentje won the nationals and of course
Steve Moyes won our national
championship this year (for the first

time would you believe). Queenslander
Mark Newland surpassed Rick's record
to the tune of 194 miles on Chrismas
eve just prior to the Flatlands, and
proved he's really arrived with an
international win at the 1986 US
Nationals. I've heard that Randy Haney
flew 200 miles in Canada and Tudor did
two 200 milers in the US this year. A
decade ago all this was an impossible
dream. As we move into the era of
speed to goal and other than downwind
tasks, the sport can feel very proud of
its short but eventful history.

ATTENTION ALL SABRE OWNERS 11
Whilst setting up my trusty Sabre last
weekend, I was very surprised when the
cross bar tension webbing came away

could be loosening the nut slowly.
This could be happening in other
gliders with V.B systems.

when pulling the tension on. The
webbing did not break but had pulled
away from the cross bars!!!

Is it happening to yours?

The Sabre has plates attached to the
cross bars with one main bolt holding
the plates. The plates pivot about this
bolt when setting and using the V.B.
There is an alum. sleeve on the main
bolt which rotates when the tension is
pulled on. There is, of course, a 1/2"
nyloc nut on the main bolt.
What I found was the nyloc nut had
come off and when the tension was
pulled on the bolt moved down and
came away from the top plates. Thank
God that it happened on the ground,
and that I'm still alive to talk about it.
Why did this nut come off? It's not
something that you check every fligb.t._
or even very often at all.
The glider has only done about 10 hrs
in the last 10 months (so much for my
50 hrs!) and a couple of trips to
Sydney, so it hasn't had much work. It
is possible that the use of the V.B
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I'll be putting a mylar washer under my
nut and checking that nut and other

"hassle to get at" nuts much more
regularly.
Safe flying to all
and may your glider long stay in one
piece
Joe Scott

A

True Pioneer ...

I'm not a flyer, nor have I read Skysailor
magazine, the article was relayed to me by phone
from my brother in Cairns, who thought I may
have some more to add.
(NOTE: The article referred to was in fact a letter
in a previous issue about the same garage
proprietor.)
Well I have!
While driving with my family, from Sydney to
my home in Esperance W A, I stopped at the pass
for fuel and a stretch of the legs. Amid the mallee
gums, I was surprised to see an ancient looking
hang glider resting there and asked the man filling
my tank, who flew it? "I do" he said, "or did".
Then he proceeded to tell me a tale that had me
casually glancing at his legs for casts or a metal
plate on the side of his head, or some other little
sign to balance the inevitability factor. "Yeah!"
he said. "Found out later the thing had cost me a
packet so reckoned I'd fly it rather than waste it.
Reckoned it wouldn't be hard, looks simple
enough."
"Did you have any tuition at all?"
"Nope, no-one out here to show you much at all,
if you want to learn something, you teach
yourself by trial and error most times."
This is true of many of the men and women of the
small Eyre Hwy stops and some amazing feats are
achieved.
"First attempt was right here on the driveway," he
said as he shook the last few drops into my tank.
"Used the wind turbulence that goes over this roof
covering my pumps."
"How'd you go?" I said, checking out all the
tallish trees around his driveway.
"Disastrous! bloody well went without me that
first time. Wasn't ready for the gust. Took it up
to roof level then threw it down nose first into the
concrete." Then he added,
"Just as well I'm a bit of a panel beater," with a
lop-sided grin. "Wasn't game enough to jump off
the escarpment first off," he said, "so I got a tow
behind me car on that long, straight stretch just
east of here."
"What happened?" I asked, looking for any sign
of a pinned shoulder or back brace.
"Too fast !" he said "Twirled around like a feather
then slammed into the bitumen. Reckoned the
idea would work though, if I had a little height
with the tow. .................... So I hooked on
behind me mate's plane on the strip, up the top of
the escarpment. Worse than the car tow," he said
"and nearly as hard as the bitumen. Finally, it

"Black Hill" Gordonflying one of them rigid things
was the escarpment or nothing, I wasn't about to be done by this thing.
Flew first go" he said" and gained a lot of confidence. Then after my
heart stopped beating in my neck, I flew along the escarpment, then
back over the escarpment and followed the old road looking for bottles
and things."
"What was your longest flight?" I asked.
"Well my confidence was right up and I was quite enjoying my flying.
I knew a bit about thermals, so I decided to fly inland, up to the train
railway line and back. About 80 odd miles one way. No trouble
going," he said, "with me bit of tucker and a water bottle, landed OK
too, but no way could I take off to come home. There was a railway
settlement there and finally someone was going my way. Me wife was
worried, took me three days to come home."
"Did this decide you to stop flying?" I asked.
"No got a bit cocky up on the escarpment, fell out of the sky from a
fair height, ploughed into a pile of aviation gas drums! Nearly busted
me ankles and a wrist. Think I'll stick to flying my helicopter."
"Know anyone looking for a kite?"
A IRA YELLER. ESPERANCE. W A

Launching from Flaxton ramp. Qld.
SKYSAILOR
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COMPETITION CALENDAR
1987 - FLATLANDS CHALLENGE
"Australia's most exciting X-C Competition"
Date :
Practice:
20th - 29th Dec. 1986
Comp.:
30th Dec '86 - 9th Jan '87
Lay day:
1 Jan '87
Spare day: 10th Jan '87
Presentation: Sat. 10th Jan '87
~:

"Silver Row" Tichbourne (near Parkes) NSW
(This is now CONFIRMED)

EntIy Fee:

$90

Enny Fonn: This issue - closing date 1/12/86
Who?:

Pilots PR3, PR4 & PR5.
Separate prizes for Open and Novice (pR3 who
haven't won at Parkes before) and Ladies.

Launching:

Car towing, winches and (subject to DOA
approval) aero-tow. Get your group organised
before sending in your entry. The organizers
will supply some tow ropes (for car towing)
and weak link twine - you'll have to supply the
rest.

Tasks:

Aerial start gate (with time clock), photo turn
points, for "race to goal", "out and return",
"triangle" .

Radios:

Only needed for launch and for your own
retrieve. (AM, UHF-CB. Please
ensure your set is DOA licenced.)

Cameras:

35 mm with max. focal length 70 mm for all
tasks and you supply film, (we develop).

Free Flying: Available - $3 per day or $25 for 3 weeks PR1
& PR2 and non-competing PR3 pilots must
be checked out on towing system during
smooth conditions by a safety officer.
Seminars:

The latest developments in hang gliding towing, design, gear, etc. open to all, each
morning before the competition - FREE
(speakers needed please).

More Info and entry forms to:
Denis Cummings
Dights Crossing,
Singleton. 2330
Phone (065) 72 4747

ENTRY FORM -1987 Flatlands Challenge
Pilot's name .....................................................................................

HGFANo ....................... .

Address ............................................................................................................................................... .
Phone ........................................... .

Rating .....................................

SO No .........................................

Launch Group (names of pilots) ............................................................................................................... .
Car/Winch.................................... .
I will give a short talk on ..........................................................................................at the seminar sessions
I enclose $90 entry fee.

Signature ........................................................

Send entry forms to Denis Cummings, Dights Crossing, Singleton, NSW 2330
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COMPETITION CALENDAR
The NSWHGA state tjt!es will be from Sat. 25th Oct
to Sat 1st Nov. inclusive. The emergency stand-by day is
Sun. 2nd Nov.
Entry fee is $85
Entries to R.A. Barnes, Lot 1 The Lakesway, Pacific Palms
NSW 2428. Phone 065540416. Entries close 1st Oct.

1987 Masters
Mt Buffalo
10/1/87 - 8(2/87
Actual compois from 26/1/87 - 8(2/87
contact Craig Worth 065 592713
COOPLA CUP
Oct long weekend, 4,5,6th.
All welcome
$15 entry fee
Enquiries: Bob Barnes 065 540416

~

For details of entries and fees contact:
Ian Hird 066 847 328

PARKES?

No

VIC TOW ! ! ! ! ! ! !

A mini

comp . . . . . . .
On the 1st - 2nd of November (1986)
AND
the 8th - 9th of November
with free f lying on the 3rd and 4th (Melb cup day)
There is going to be Victoria's fi r st tow compo
This comp will only be open to experienced tow pilots as th Qrmals
have been o r dered for these two weekends. There is a limit of
30 pilots d u e to the newness of the tow site.
The venue is North TUPPAL . Its approx 20 km west/nth west of
Tocumwal on the Vic/NSW bo ~der (Approx 260 km from Melbourne) .
Other possible paddocks in the area are still being investigated
at the time of writing.
Now the bad news $8 entry fee PLUS you can expect to pay some
nominal fee on a per tow basis to car / rope owners.
Please send entries (and entry fee) to
Harry Summons ,
6 Stanley Grove,
Blackburn 3130
(Ph 8986467 AH)
Include with your Name/a d dress/phone number Your Rating
(safty officer ?)
Approx Tow experience
Details of any Tow eqUipment you are prepared
to share with fellow pilots for the compo
(eq - cars, drivers, ropes)
What radio channels you have on your HG.
What radio channels are in your tow car (If providing same)
Optionally You may organise you own groups, But these may be expanded
or decreased in size, depending on the eqUipment available, and
the num b er of con-current systems running on any particular
day.
Local area Coordinator is - Tony Dennis
(From Wodonga)
He can be contacted on (0 6 0) 246-218 AH
(060) 241-787. WK
Tony is the man to contac t regarding Camping/pub's e t c ,
He also has some 3 ring releases for sale, Which he recommends
as being sa f er than the horse bridle releases.
Regards Harry 33252

Drew Linahan hanging out at Torquay

Drew Linahan two octaves higher
SKYSAILOR
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TOW LINES

The Skyting Criteria
by Donnell Hewett

Can towing be as safe as free-flight
hang gliding? Yes!
Really? No!
In order for a pilot to be able to tow
safely, he must know everything a freeflight pilot must know plus how to properly operate the towing system. This
additional knowledge, skill, and equipment necessitates that towing be more
dangerous than free-flight hang gl iding.
The statistics bear this out.
However, if certain conditions are met,
then at least theoretically towing can be
performed as safely as free-flight hang
gliding. (And in practice, there are certain situations, such as cross-wind
takeoffs, cliff launches, etc., where the
tow-launch in the flat-lands can actually
be safer than the corresponding freelaunch from the mountain side.)
What are these conditions which
theoretically render a towing system to
be as safe as free-flight? They are called
the Skyting Criteria and are listed in the
accompanying box.

Donnell Hewitt, the "inventor" of the "skyting" tow
system, is now. writing articles for the 'Tow Lines"
section of Hang Gliding (USHGA's mag.)
The article in the February '86 issue is recommended to
all pilots who intend to use any towing system. If you
already have a tow system, or you are planning to build
a system (winch, pay-out reel etc.), have a good look at
Then, with
your plans and the 12 "Skyting Criteria.
complete honesty, evaluate your systems against the
And more
criteria and se how well it scores.
importantly, SEE WHERE YOUR SYSTEM FAILS TO
MEET THE SAFETY CRITERIA.
Personally, I fully agree with the 12 Skyting Criteria
and the article.
.Safe Circles
Denis CUMMINGS
NOTE:

HGFA will only accept tow systems that meet
all 12 criteria

who are violating the Skyting Criteria .
As an example, consider the most recent

THEORY VERSUS PRACTICE
Now wait just a minute! Who cares
about theory? What about practice?
Aren't there towing systems in use
today with exceptional safety records
which flagrantly violate one or more of
these criteria? Yes!
Isn't it possible to fulftll every one of
these criteria and still operate the towing
system in a very dangerous manner? Yes!
Then what's the point of taking up
valuable space in Hang Gliding magazine
just to espouse some theoretical ideology?
The point is that people are being killed in towing accidents, primarily people
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towing fatality, the one in which Chris
Bulger was killed while piloting the
ultralight used to tow John Pendry. From
everything that I have been able to learn
so far, it would appear that Skyting
Criteria Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were
all violated during this fatal flight.
Analysis of this and other historical
accidents (both fatal and non-fatal)
strongly suggests that the theory of
skyting is close enough to reality to be
taken very seriously. Personally, I have
never heard of a towing-induced accident
which did not violate one or more of the
Skyting Criteria . (By "towing-induced

accident" I mean one that was caused by
the towing system, one that would not
have happened under the same ocnditions
if the pilot had been free-flying instead
of towing.)
Theory is not just abstract reasoning, it
is common sense applied to practical
situations. See if you don't agree.

SIMULATING GRAVITY
In its purest form, the skyting concept
is very simple: FREE FLIGHT UNDER
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY.
The idea is to develop a towing system
which simulates as closely as possible
the situation of a hang glider flying
freely in an artificial gravitational field.

TOW LINES
Obviously if this can be done, then towing will be just as safe as free-flight
hang gliding. The goal, therefore, is to
make towing as safe as free-flight hang
gliding by making it become a perfect
simulation of free-flight hang gliding.
The Skyting Criteria are simply those
identified characteristics that a practical
towing system must have in order to be
able to accomplish this goal.
The twelve Skyting Criteria may
naturally be divided into three groups of
four criteria each : The first four criteria
insure an accurate simulation of the
earth's natural gravitational field ; the next
four provide for a safe entry to and exit
from the artificial gravity experience ;
and the last four provide for a safe and
practical method of implementing the
artificial gravity concept.
GROUP 1. ACCURATE SIMULATION
In order for an artificial gravity to
accurately simulate natural gravity, it
must have the same characteristics as
natural grav ity, namely the artificial
gravitational force must be (1) constant in
direction, (2) constant in magnitude,
(3) distributed the same as gravity, and
(4) acting only through the center-ofmass of each component. The first four
sl.:yting criteria are a direct iteration of
these properties.
scn. The first skyting criterion requires that the tow line tension remain
constant in direction. This, in tum, requires that the length of the tow line be
long compared to the transverse motion
of the glider. In other words, the faster
the glider climbs and maneuvers, the
longer must be the tow line. Generally
speaking, a tow line needs to be about
500 feet or longer in order to meet this
criterion. Most practical skyting systems
use tow lines from 500 feet to about
2,000 feet.
SC#2. The second skyting criterion requires that the line tension remain constant in magnitude. This means that some
tension regulation device must be used.
Most pilots use a tension gauge at the
bottom of the tow line to help regulate
the vehicle's speed to keep the tension
reasonably constant. Some use a payout
reel or a power winch to automatically

regulate the tension by allowing a spool
(about which the tow line is wrapped) to
slip at a given tension setting.
Regardless of the method used to
regulate the tension, it needs to remain
constant to within about +/- 15 pounds
during every phase of the towing operation. The value of the tension during
climb-out is usually about 'h g (say 100
lbs. or so), although beginners may
prefer to tow at about ',4 g while some
experts like to push the 1 g limit. The
general rule is to tow at a tension setting
that produces a "comfortable" flight and
" reasonable" climb rate.
SC#3. The third skyting criterion requires a center-of-mass distribution of the
towing forces. If a hang glider were a
single unit the line could be attached to a

"The goal, therefore, is
to make towing as safe
as free-flight hang
gliding by making it a
perfect simulation."
single point, but because the pilot and
glider move relative to one another, the
tow force needs to be distributed between
them, proportionally to their respective
masses.
It is the bridle's responsibility to
properly distribute the tow line force
between the components of the flying
system. In practice a 2:1 skyting bridle
(Hewett bridle) has been found to be
quite effective in meeting the third
skyting criterion.
(Note: Many modem towing systems
tow from the pilot's shoulders. You
should realize that shoulder towing may
be a bener approximation to the sicyting
ideal than some of the other towing
bridles in use today, but it still violates
the third skyting criterion because it does
not properly distribute the towing force
between the moving components of the
flying system.)
SC#4. The fourth skyting criterion
requires that the tow force act only
through the center-of-mass of the respecttive components. Violation of this

criterion is responsible tor lockouts,
adverse yaw, and other loss-of-control
problems. Most towing accidents are a
result of the violation of this criterion
because it is this loss or reduction of
control which prevents the pilot from being able to make the proper flight corrections to adjust for an increasingly
dangerous situation .
Ideally a skyting bridle should be
attached to the pilot's belly and the
floating crossbar of the glider, but most
crossbars are not designed to withstand
the resulting stress and many hidden
crossbars are not even accessible.
Therefore most pilots attach the bridle to
the keel. Again, the best place is at the
hang point, but French connections and
pilot head room usually necessitate moving it a foot or so forward . Any reSUlting
reduction in control is more than compensated for by the increased freedom of
motion afforded the pilot.
The greatest danger of loss of control
occurs when the bridle line is allowed to
touch some part of the control bar or the
flying wires (such as on takeoff, when
topping out, or upon getting turned
crossways to the tow line) . If the pilot
cannot correct such a situation within a
matter of seconds, he had bener release
from tow before the situation gets completely out of hand .
GROUP 2. SAFE TRANSITION
Adherence to the above four criteria
is all that is needed to accurately
simulate free-flight in a gravitational
field. These criteria are the heart of the
skyting concept and apply as long as the
ideal towing phase of operation is in
effect.
Unfortunately, non-ideal situations will
occur in any practical towing operation
and in practice it is always necessary to
enter and exit the towing phase of flight.
Therefore, in addition to the pure simulation of gravity, any practical skyting
system also must be able to handle
(5) deviations from the ideal case, (6)
pilot release, (7) excessive tow force
buildup, and (8) learning to use the
system. The second set of four skyting
criteria directly reflect these
requirements.

SKYSAILOR
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SCIIS. The fifth criterion is designed to
see that the first four criteria are approximated at all times, even during transitions to and from towing and during
fluctuations from the ideal conditions.
The easiest way to meet this criterion is
to use a long tow line with adequate
stretch. Theoretically the more stretch
the better, but in practice too much
stretch can make it difficult for the
driver to regulate his speed properly.
Most pilots use a line made of polypropylene, polyethylene, or nylon no
more than tA -inch in diameter and at
least 1,000 feet long. Generally speaking
such a tow line will supply all the stretch
that is needed to meet this criterion
without having to insert a special elastic
section into the tow line assembly.
SCII6. The sixth skyting criterion is
designed to mal::e sure that the pilot will
be able to release from tow whenever he
wishes to do so. This is obviously important from the safety point of view.
There are many types of releases that
may be suitable for skyting, but whatever
is used, it must be reliable. Furthermore,
the release activation point must be
readily accessible to the pilot regardless
of where his hands are positioned or
where his body is shifted. And finally,
double-point release systems have been
responsible for several very serious
skyting accidents, so only single-point
release systems should be used.
scn. The seventh skyting criterion
requires an infallible weak link. In my
opinion this is absolutely essential for
safe towing. Regardless of how carefully
one tries to tow, there is always the
possibility that the unexpected can happen, causing the towing forces to build up
beyond the limits for safe towing. Furthermore, the limits for a "safe release"
occur well before the limits for "safe
towing." So if one is going to release
from a potentially dangerous situation, he
had better do so before the release,
itself, becomes dangerous.
To guarantee that this is poKIble, a
weak link must be included. To properly
serve its function it must be completely
infallible, which means that it cannot be
mechanical . It should be either a single
loop or a single strand of consistent
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strength line tied with a consistent knot
and experimentally tested to break at the
desired tension limit.
The break point should be appropriate
for the weight and the experience of the
pilot. It should never exceed one g of
force (i.e., the combined weight of pilot
and glider) although lower settings are
suitable for learning situations and for
more leisurely climb-outs.
SC#8. The eighth skyting criterion
requires a gradual advancement method
of leaming to use it. Obviously professional instruction under a qualified instructor at a certified school is the best
way to learn . But whatever method is used, the pilot should gradually advance
from one level of experience to the next
after mastering each level in succession.

The guidelines here are essentially the
same as for learning safely and efficiently any other new skill. For example:
(I) NEVER try two new things at once.
(2) NEVER allow yourself to be pushed
beyond your own personal level of comfort, (3) NEVER exceed the limits of
your equipment or skills, and
4) NEVER go more than twice as high ,
fast , far, etc. as you have already
mastered.
GROUP 3. PRACfICAL
IMPLEMENTATION
The first two groups of Skyting
Criteria constituted the original eight
criteria and have been used as guidelines
for safe towing for over three years. The
third group of four criteria has been

The Skyting Criteria
SC#l. CONSTANT DIRECTION
The direction of the towing force must
remain essentially constant throughout
every phase of the towed flight.

scn. CONSTANT TENSION
The tension in the tow line must remain
essentially constant throughout every phase
of the towed flight.
SC#3. CoM DISTRIBUTION
The towing force must be distnouted
between thb components of the flying
system proportionally to the masses of the
respective components.
SC#4. CoM AITACHMENIS
The tow linelbridle must be attached as
closely as possible to the effective centerof-mass of each of the components and
must not be aIlowed to touch any other
part of the flying system.
SCIIS. GRADUAL TRANSITIONS
The transition to and from tow as well
as any variations while on tow must be
gradual in nature.
SC#6. RELIABLE RELEASES
The release devices and their activation
methods must be sturdy, rapid, and
reliable.

scn. INFALLmLE WEAK LINK
The system must include a weak link
which will inthlIibly and automatically
release the glider from tow whenever the
tow line tension exceeds the limit for safe
operations.

SCIIS. SAFE LEARNING METHOD
The system must include a method for
safely learning to use it by gradually
advancing the student from one level of
experience to the next.
SC#9. ADEQUATE POWER
The system must contain a source of
power adequate to maintain a safe mode of
flight while under tow.
SC#lo. CAPABLE CREW
The system must be operated by a crew
which is adequate in number and competent in ability to see that it functions
properly.

scm. RELIABLE COMMUNICATION
The system must provide a means
whereby the pilot can reliably communicate his instructions to the rest of the crew.

scm. SUITABLE ENVIRONMENT
The system must be operated only .
'within the environment and under the conditions for which it was designed.

·
added only recently. In fact, these last
four Skyting Criteria are so obviously a
requirement of any safe and practical
towing system that they were originally
taken for granted. But safety should
never be taken for granted, so now that
they have finally been identified, they
have been added to the list of Skyting
Criteria. They are: (9) adequate power,
(10) capable crew, (11) reliable communication, and (12) suitable
environment.
SC#9. The ninth skyting criterion,
requiring adequate power, is obviously
essential to any towing operation.
Without adequate power the glider will
never be able to climb properly and there
is a high probability that a dangerous
stall could result.
Skyting doesn't care what kind of
power source is used as long as it is
capable of supplying the necessary
power. Generally speaking, any power
source that can supply a climb rate of
about 400 fpm or more at an airpseed of
about 25 mph is adequate for sl..)'ting.
Although any power source can be
used , the particular choice of the power
source has a dramatic effect upon the .
other aspects of the skyting operation , So '
much so that the power source should
always be the first item considered when
designing or selecting a skyting system.
Car towing, winch towing, boat towing,
ultralight towing; and even people towing
each have their own peculiar skills,
equipment, and procedures which must
be employed if they are to be conducted
safely.
SCtIlO. The tenth skyting criterion
recognizes the fact that a capable crew is
essential to any safe towing operation.
An absolute minimum crew consists of a
single person operating the power source.
This person (let us call him the "driver"
of the "vehicle") must be in direct communication with the pilot at all times.
Almost as essential as the driver is a
"spotter" who maintains direct visual
contact with the glider at all times. And
almost as essential as the spotter is the
"launch assistant" who helps the pilot
prepare for a tow launch.
scm. The eleventh skyting criterion
deals with pilot-crew communication.

TOW LINES
Direct communication (preferably twoway, but at least one-way from pilot to
driver) is essential for safe towing operations. Reliable radio communication is
required for tow lines longer than about
500 feet (i.e. for almost all practical
skyting operations) although visual
signals can be used for shorter tow lines.
If no spotter is used , constant-on and
constant-chatter radio communication is
essential . (Constant-chatter means that
the pilot must continuously talk clearly
into the microphone and that the driver
should imediately stop the vehicle if he
cannot hear the pilot talking or if he cannot understand what the pilot is saying.)
Both pilot and crew should totally

"Unfortunately, there
are too many towing
systems in use today
which fail to meet the
criteria for any safe
towing system."
agree upon what signals are to be used
(whether vocal or visual) before the
flight, and rigorously adhere to them
through the flight. If either deviates from
the agreed upon signals and/or responses,
the other should immediately abort the
flight.
scm. The twelfth and final skyting
criterion deals with the environment.
Surface towing operations require a runway of at least four times the length of
the tow line in no wind conditions. This
means that a mile or more of runway is
normally required for most skyting
operations. Obviously the sides of the
runway should be clear of obstructions
that could possibly entangle the tow line.
The weather conditions (particularly
cross-wind, turbulence, and wind gradient) should be within the control limits
of both the pilot and the crew. Learning
sessions should only be conducted in near
ideal conditions with a smooth 5-10 mph
wind blow~ng straight down the runway.

.
what is meant by a SKYTING system of
towing. If a towing system meets all
twelve of these criteria, by definition it is
a "skyting" system. If it doesn't, it isn't!
Now please don't get me wrong. I do
not mean to imply that any towing
system that violates one of the Skyting
Criteria is automatically unsafe. What I
am saying is that if you break even one
of the Skyting Criteria, you certainly
better know what you are doing!
Yes, there are safe towing systems in
operation today which clearly violate one
or more of the Skyting Criteria, but they
have their own set of "criteria" which
must be met. And if you deviate from
their criteria, you also better know what
you are doing.
Unfortunately, there are too many towing systems in use today which fail to
meet the criteria for any safe towing
system . And unfortunately, too many of
these potentially lethal systems are being
used by pilots who honestly believe that
their system is a legitimate and safe version of the "skyting" concept.
Are you one of these pilots? Find out!
Put your system to the test! See whether
or not it is able to fulfill every one of
the twelve Skyting Criteria! If it 'isn't,
then either modify it or don't use it.
And if it is, then don't become complacent. Please remember that you can
violate the Skyting Criteria on any towing system if you ever allow yourself to
become careless.
The Skyting Criteria are important,
let's never forget about them!.

CONCLUSIONS
These twelve Skyting Criteria DEFINE
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The high proportion of novices
bending gliders in tree landings
etc convinces me that a series of
articles might prevent so many
budding inland pilots attempting
high altitude take-offs before
they are anywhere near properly
prepared for conditions that they
don't expect or understand. That
includes everything that might
hamper their ability to control the
glider
I am often asked "Is cross country
flying dangerous ?"well, I have to
admit there is a certain element of risk.
I recall an occasion when I went over
the back, crossed a couple of ridges and
was hopeful of stretching the flight out
to a respectable distance but I lost it
and went down into a deep narrow
valley in bad sink not knowing what
wind direction to expect, I was lucky to
pull off a reasonable landing in a small
farm. Then I recognised the place - I
had once taken the farmers daughter to
a drive-in theatre in his Mercedes. She
was very sexy in a rustic sort of way.
We got some stubbies and I must have
drunk a bit more than I could handle.
First I told her I was at Vni. studying
to be a doctor, then I broke her bra
straps demonstrating the routine check
for breast cancer. As we left I was
guiding her to reverse out but I forgot
to wind down the window and hang the
speaker back on its stand.
This

distracted us while she backed into a
low slung sports car. Of course I didn't
give my right name - I offered the
name and address of an old enemy of
mine (odd thing, I've heard those two
have just got married). Anyway she
was considerate enough to drop me off
at the nearest taxi rank and I never saw
her again.
But to get back to the dangers of XIC,
you shouldn't hope luck will always be
with you, but on that occasion nobody
was home and my pick up crew arrived
early. We really should study the
terrain and allow time and distance to
choose alternative sites.
Last month I mentioned practicing
turns and paying attention to take-offs
and landings. The common faults of
first time inland flights are poor T/O
technique and undershooting or
overshooting the bottom landing.
T/O's can be polished up on the coast
however setting up landings can be
very different Make use of every
opportunity to land away from a lift
band.
To wash off height at the
approach you need to be pretty
confident with tight figure 8's and 360°
turns straightening up with speed and
plenty of room at front to bleed off
speed before touchdown. Avoid the
radical impressive style of very
experienced pilots, aim to keep the
base bar at a constant level a couple of
feet off the ground while you slow
down for the flare. I will have more to
say about these later on.

The fear of things strange and different
cause a lack of confidence when pilots
are faced with a first high altitude takeoff. If you are lucky enough to visit a
good site then the T/O will be no
different to what we have already
practiced in similar wind strength.
Don't attempt a first try unless you are
absolutely sure of the conditions.
Insist on a close look at the bottom
landing area before taking off. In the
cool part of the day the landing will be
similar to what you have practised - on
large areas of no lift.
You may have brought a brand new or
good used glider, the latest model, best
type of harness, etc, the same that
others are using with great success.
That doesn't necessarily guarantee your
success.
Harnesses fitting and
matching you and the glider will be
less critical if you are average build.
Some tree landings and other accidents
have had harness and trim problems as
the primary cause.
For example if you are light weight
your harness and leg loops will need to
be adjusted so that you hang low in
relation to the A-frame to make your
weight shift effective.
This can
introduce problems when you need to
push out - especially if your arms are
short. Just fly a few different gliders at
your coastal sites and get a couple of
good pilots to try your own glider ( or
one you are inte~ding to buy).
Especially get an experienced pilot of
similar build to yourself to comment
on the harness adjustment Talk to
people who know their business and
keep practising and adjusting until you
are satisfied that there are no bugs in
the syslem. I saw a tree landing very
recently that was blamed on the
instructor making a last minute
adjustment to the hang loop. Do your
own adjusting in familiar territory and
only try one small adjustment at a time
and not before discussing with a couple
of knowledgable pilots.
Don't be
satisfied that near enough is good
enough if you intend going inland.

K...
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For now you should know about basic
glider trim. Getting above T/O in
weak thermal lift can mean the
difference between a few minutes or
several hours air time after having gone

to all the trouble of travelling lOO's of km's and camping out
amoung flies and mosquitoes. You can hardly work the lift if
you can't feel the centre of it on account of your glider being hard
to handle.
For a start get the pitch trim approximately right. If your arms
are pulling out of their sockets in strong wind move your hang
loop forward. If you have been pushing out to slow down so as
to improve your sink rate, move the hang loop rearward. Only
shift 10 mm's at a time and when you're satisfied that it is fairly
good, fix it so that it can't shift and memorize or mark the
position.
Now for roll trim, a glider that is harder to turn one way and
easier to tum the other way is a disadvantage to anyone learning
thermalling. First do a hang check with your arms folded and if
your body rotates instead of staying in line with the keel take the
twist out of the hang loop. Next get into some smooth ridge
lift, point exactly into the wind, watch the ground below and
slowly release your grip on the base bar. The glider will
probably gradually enter a 3600 turn. If it turns either way
randomly then you've got no problem but if it turns say to the
right, try a couple more times beginning slightly off wind to the
left. If it crosses over to the right you will definitely have to fmd
the cause and correct it.
Check roll trim at higher speeds by pulling in with your hands in
the centre of the base bar and concentrate to feel if the glider turns
of its own accord. If your glider passes these tests you can get on
to fine tuning your pitch trim.
If your glider is · turning be careful to memorise everything
exactly. Does it turn left or right? Does it turn more at low
speed than at high speed or vice versa? Does it turn opposite
directions at low and high speeds?
Look for likely causes such as uneven batten cambers, bends in
the airframe tubes, uneven sail tension, interference to billow
shift at the cross bar or keel pocket etc. If you can't fix it bring
in the experts.

"Black Hill" Gordon launching his EF5
r----------,-----------.,----,

(PHIL'S NOTE: If your glider has a turn, JksJ.;.ch#ck
the LIEs for beiuls o(assymrnetry. refrl.emberLIEs ·
develop a natural bend caused bythe round cut in the tiE
of the sail. Second. check battens against your pattern
for symmetry and la.£t Qf aUc!u:ck thesailtenSion· .. The
first two can be done bypilots but sail tension should be
checked by the factory. The glider should be flown alter
each change ie. don't make more than one change
a
time. The golden rules are NEVER adjust lujflfrtes,
NEVER camber tip battens more than the pattern,
NEVER tamper with bottom Wires unless app;oved by
the manufacturer and NEVER move your hang point
more than IOmm at a time. )
'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- l

at

Now find the exact fore and aft position of your hang
point by choosing a day of smooth light lift and
repeatedly make passes around the same turn points with
varying hang point positions to find the hang point
position where the greatest altitude is attained with no bar
pressure. Mark this position for future reference.

( PHIL'S NOTE: Tliis will normally be very c/oselo
stall speed. For those starting off thermalling it is better
for the glider to be trimmed 2·3 mph faster than stall
speed due to more turbulent inland conditions, more
severe wind gradients and ease ofthermalling.)

Keep watching and mentally criticising others landing and
taking off. The two extremes of T/O are 1) Where the
pilot remains rather vertical, elbows closed up . the glider
lifting off early and climbing steeply and risking a tip
stall. 2) Where the glider accelerates down the slope, the
pilots arms outstretched and feet trailing, risking the base
bar hitting the ground or wing clipping a tree.
You better pray that your judgement is reliable.
Remember the words of Billy Blackpork "Thank God I'm
an Atheist".

Would you buy a used glider from this man ?
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To get the best from your pitchy requires a little
understanding of simple geometry.
SET-UP
l. Set up your glider to approximately the flying position
you prefer and tie off to something.
2. Hang a plumb line from the hang point.
3. Tie on the loops to the keel and attach the pitchy.
4. Weight the pitchy with your harness.
5. Adjust lengths and slide loops along keel until
a) The bottom of the pitchy is parallel to the horizon
b) Extreme of effective travel of loops and hang wire
parallel see fig.3
c) The hang wire matches your plumb line.

'.
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CHECK
1. Your harness for clearance over control bar.
2. That your back up loop is the right length for when you
have fully extended your forward and backward reach from
the control bar.
3. All loops secured and pitchy is not too close to top of Aframe. Hang in it and try it out
ADJUSTMENTS
1. You are flying too fast - move both loops on keel back
equally a little and check.
2. You are flying too slow - move both loops on keel
forward a little and check.
3. There isn't enough travel in the forward position with the
bar at finger tips - raise the front of the pitchy figure 1b.
This will require moving both keel loops forward to
compensate.

SUMMARY
One pilot I know flies with the pitchy adjusted for as much
forward travel as possible, another likes the hands off speed
fast so requiring pushing out constantly to slow down but
making pulling in easici.

I made my own pitchy 50 mm bigger than the bought one
which allows 50 mm extra travel at both extremes while still
not too bulky - but BIGGER is not always BETI'ER.
Good luck !!
Julius
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by Garry Again

by Garry Morgan
WEAK LINKS The old string and
many a tale has been told about how
they break. Well we don't have much
trouble with them and we don't change
them after. We put a new weak link
on in the morning and they go most of
the day. Why?
The drivers are mostly to blame.
Some drivers on go-go-go take up too
much tension too soon - say 150 200lbs. Remember there is a lot of
stretch in the rope and it is my opinion
that there is more pressure at the glider
end in the first part of the tow than
shown on the gauge.
Keep a lower pressure in the first part
of the tow. 1. Safer climb out 2. More
control in wind shear to pull the bar in.
After the first 100 - 200' you can go
for it We fmd if the the gauge goes
over 200lbs then change that weak link
as it may not break but it weakens it
and on the next tow it breaks at 150lbs
or so.
TOW GEAR I arn getting phone calls
from people who have had some nerve
wracking tows - very steep TIO etc. If
the tow rig you are about to tow
on does not have a gauge on it no matter how the owner
insists it is OK -

And the gauge must be connected to
the line. A tow gauge is the only
way to control the wire. If-you don't
know much about it ask someone
else.
CHANGES
(WEAK LINK STRENGTHS)
We have been using a standard weak
link for everybody with weights
from 150-330lb glider and pilot,
using a 240lb weak link. I arn
310lb all up and when I break a weak
link and pull the bar in I recover no
problem.
But when young Bernie, 160lb, has
to break a 240lb weak link; with the
bar pulled hard in the glider has a
rather high nose angle and when the
link breaks a full stall occurs. He
goes weightless and then into a .full
di:&. This has happened every time
but luckily he has been a long way
up.
Weare going to start making a weak
link of 150lb for 160lb pilot plus
glider and tow him or her at 120lb.
The pilots will have their own leader
and link to clip on using the standard
release.

As regards the warning on down tubes in
the July Skysailor, I would like to note.
I was flying a glider a couple of months
ago and after a rough top landing (not
unusual for me) I noticed one of the
uprights was slightly bent. When I went
to push it straight I noticed it was soft
and bent easily which made me look
closer. On inspection I noticed the thin
wall of the tube (1.6mm). When I
checked up on the past owner I found it
was repaired by a backyard glider repairer
using stock aluminium. The glider now
has been stripped and checked.
In the early days down some down tubes
were double sleeved and heavy but they
did a good job and were quite strong
enough. Modem gliders used 6061-T6
but due to a problem with manufacturers
this has been changed.
As for the higher aspect putting higher
stress on the uprights; in some cases
this may be but we are flying smaller
gliders now.
As regards the comment of the higher
aspect and higher stress wing, with 3435' span gliders all that has happened is
we have shorter wing chords making less
area and slightly higher wing loading.

DON'T TOW ON IT.
There is a problem with stock
aluminium uprights but remember they
must be double sleeved - not a single
tube.
-A British magazine on uprights says any
more than two . inches bend should be
replaced and any less should be
straightened once only.

fly high

(NOTE: Stock aluminium is usually
6063-T3 which is soft compared to 6061
T6. Most manufacturers are now using
6063-T83 which although softer than
6061-T6 is excellent for hang gliding
purposes.)
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NATIONAL COACHING REPORT
It appears that my last report got
through to many of the instructors in
the country, and the list of those with
complete documentation is increasing.
HOWEVER there are still quite a few
that have not communicated with me
concerning their appointment. If you
did not receive my letter requesting
documentation or you are operating as
an instructor but not getting my
regular requests and letters, please
contact me urgently.

Phone: (048) 789274
National Coaching Co-ordinator
Black Horse Fann
Hume Hwy
Sutton Forest. 2577

'
called to investigate reports of
unprofessional behaviour. Fortunately
the committee found no need to revoke
the instructors appointment.
The
problem was one of communication.
All pilots at aIlY site need to
communicate with others on the day to
ensure no misunderstandings occur and
that the days operations are safe for all
, and especially that hard won sites are
not lost due to ignorance of local
practices.

It is my job not only to administer the
instructor system but to also assist
instructors and help them maintain
their professional status. If you don't
keep in touch, regularly upgrading your
documentation and informing me of
your operations then you are likely to
be dropped from the instructor lists.

Next Skysailor will carry an update of
fully certified instructors that have
completed all requirements for a
continued appointment into next year.

Be Safe
Ian Jannan
Nat. Coaching Co-ordinator

Recently, the first meeting of the
Appointments Review Committee was

MMlE. lEILJECII'l&.({}lLYl§JJ§ '!

People should check their gliders to see
if the eyelets in the sail are copper and
if so to check for electrolysis
(corrosion). This may be anywhere on
the leading edge or other parts of the
glider and may show as pit mark holes.
My Sabre and friends Probe have been
affected. Both gliders are stored inside
and looked after and are only a couple
of years old.
Be warned. Safety first - speck out
second.

Garry Morgan
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The Committee had a very busy year with a number of
noteable achievements, and many projects initiated for
completion during the next year.

2~:!!E!:~!~!2~~·
Of major significance was our ability to run the "Classic" at Mt. Buffalo.
The organising was even more difficult because of a late withdrawl of
sponsorship, and I would like to thank Richard Dakers for giving us the momentum and help to keep it going; Also thanks to Rob Van der Klooster plus
his band of helpers for organising and running a very successful event.
Another successful competition run by R9b was the new "Buangor Open",
which I hope will become part of our calendar. _
Finally,Rob added two , more events t~ hi6 tally, the Portland Fly-In
and the Victorian Championships.
Promotions.
Early in the year Mike Cockburn displayed a glider in a stand at the
Royal Melbourne Show. Mike also became involved in a couple of other
promotional exercises, but we did not put great emphasis in this area
because of the current high workload in our training schools.
2~!!:~i:·
To improve "safe;ty" we concentrated some of our attention on launch areas,
and the most noteable achievement to date is the completio~ of modifications
to the ramp at Flinders. The ramp now slopes downward. and is twice its original width at the ocean end. Many thanks to all the pilots who helped with
the construction, especially Greg Bryant who also obtained all the materials
at a very reasonable price.
I have been negotiating with the Dept. of Conservation, Forests and Lands
to clear a new launch area on Mt. Dandenong, behind the existing take-off,
and their latest promise is that the clearing will be completed within
one month. There have been three changes in their local management since
I started this project, so don't hold your breath.If all goes well, I hope
we can have a one or two day competition there soon, and we may be able
to organise a dinner for two at the Sky-High restaurant as a prize.
The ramp at Buangor was also repaired and painted; thanks to Colin MacRae
and Evan Jones for all the organising, plus the other pilots who helped on
the day.
Other safety initiatjves have been the installation of coloured balls on
the power lines at Mt. "Hollowback (thanks to Simon McCracken), and extensive
discussions with the S.E.C. concerning warning signs at all sites where
power lines are a hazard. The S.E.C. will provide us with the signs at
their expense.
In response to a H.G.F.A. initiative to change our rating scheme, John
R~ynoldson prepared"the V.H.G.A. proposal~( when we rejected theirs), and
hopefully John can be our representative at the H.G.F.A. rating scheme
discussions in October.
Address all correspondence to: The Secretary, V.H,G.A., P.O. Box 400, Prahran 31B1, Victoria
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At the H.G.F.A. Convention I volunteed to prepare a
IINational Safety Scheme",and this has now been circulated
to all States for comment. The document contains duty
statements for all officers in the H.G.F.A. who are
involved with Safety (incl. Safet~ Officers), plus
methods of testing Safety Officers, simplifi~d accident reporting forms
and an outline of an annual report to members.
During the year we held two Safety Officer meetings, thanks to Shane Glease
and Michael Cockburn. Unfortunately an informal survey of Safety Officers
at one of these meetings showed that our unknown level of accidents is
unacceptably high. We currently rely heavily on each pilot to make sure
he/she does not have accidents, and I feel the V.H.G.A. can do more in
the areas of seminar organising,assistance at sites, monitoring flying
condi tions and si te improvem.ents.
~~l~~!!~E·
We started the year off well, thanks to Don Rottman, but we fell in a hole
very quickly. One reason is the lack of member's contributions, and I believe our next Editor will need to find devious ways of improving your
input. The"new" rating scheme certainly got people to write articles, but
as the magazine is sent to D.O.A. and other Govt. bodies,I. feel the
prolonged personal abuse that filled the pages did us nothing but harm.

Other Matters.
1. Ian O'Neil has helped the Committee in the Buangor area with local
negotiations and site rules.Thanks Ian.
2. Also we are grateful to David Wilson who has agreed to be our representative at RAPAC meetings, and will assist us with airspace applications.
3. Colin MacRae, who by the way has done an excellent job as Secretary,
was also our representative at the H.G.F.A. Convention.
4. State team members at the Australian Nationals had their 550 entry fee
fully refunded by the V.H.G.A.
Information to Members.
As we stated at the beginning of the year, we have brought major issues
to the Southern Hang Gliding Club meeting for discussion by members. These
discussions include the TRIKE ISSUE, the RATING SCHEME, and the H.G.F.A.
CONVENTION.
~~~~_~~~!~S_~~~~~~E·

Although not organised by the V.H.G.A., the aero towing seminar was one
of the highlights of the year, and thanks to Mike dockburn for helping
to organise it. Hopefully he will sell us a few tugs.
The Future.
As I already stated, Mt. Dandenong take-off should be finished this
calendar year.
W€ are currently obtaining prices for stiles to allow easy access over
fences in the Buangor area.Thanks to Fiona Rausch for her help.
Other areas which need further work are •••• the S.E.C. signs, an Instructors
Seminar, the next Buangor Open Competition, the National Safety Scheme,
the Rating System, Pilot training seminars, Family Membership, Teddy's
Lookout launch area and £urthar Airspace Applications.
I regret that 60 many of these items are left to the next Committee, but as
we all have to earn a crust, I feel that our achievements have been significant.
'3:'hankyou to all the Committee members & the Safety Officers who devoted ,t/~
own time to make Hang Gliding better and Bafer for all of UB.
W--'~
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STATE AND CLUB NEWS
6th
7th
The club did not hold any competitions
this month, although we are planning
on having two next month to make up
for it.
Just because there was no competition
it did not stop pilots getting up and
going places. And even though this is
winter time some good cross country
flying is available.
One report has seven pilots going over
the back of Rosins Lookout with five
of them doing 70 plus kms. Their
names are not available but one little
gem of infonnation is that all seven
were flying GTR's.
The Nobby Club has run four club
competitions so far this year and this is
what the pointsline up looks like so
far:1st
Marc HANSSENS
170 3/4 points
2nd
Scott ruCKER
160 points
DickLYS
3rd
118 points
Errol GALLANf & Wayne
4th
BAZELEY
90 points
5th
Gary DAVIES
86 points

8th
9th
10th

Geoff TIJLLOCH
80 points
Steve LYS, Stew NELSON
& Mike ZUPANC
50 points
Jerry FURNELL .
40 points
Rod BERNARD
9 points
Hank VAN RAALTE
7 points

Some of the places are very close
together and the line up is sure to
change before the end of the year.
With three comps to go a lot of pilots
still have the chance to get first place.
Competition in the Ramsay Cup is
also fierce.
This is the clubs
accumulative X.C event. Due to some
long flights the kilometre tally is
already a high one. Her are the results
to date:Geoff TIJLLOCH 923.25ks
Scott ruCKER
622.75 kIns
Marc HANSSENS 589.70 kIns
141.25 kIns
Errol GALLANf
Jerry FURNELL
122.5 kIns
Marie JEFFEREY 83 kIns
79 kIns
Gary DAVIES
Mike ZUPANC & Rod
20.5 kIns
BERNARD
Dick LYS
19.5 kIns
Hank VAN RAALTE19 kIns
There is still three months to go
and everyone is very 'go for it' so
I am sure the distances will
continue to increase.
Geoff TULLOCH is also leading
in the challenge for the Nobby
Cup award which will go to the
pilot with the longest single
flight for the year. Geoff has a
92 kIn flight to his credit so far.
A number of club members will
be going to the Eungella
competition in late September
and we wish them Good Luck and
Safe Flying when they go
North.The club meetings are still
held on the last Monday of the
month at Beenleigh, everyone is
\l,IeIcome. If you are not sure
how to get here just give us a
call on (07) 287 3297 to get
directions and find out when the
next meeting is as well as any
special events that are planned.

Peter and his amazing tree climbing glider
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Biggles

A few of us have got together and are
building a Dual Drum Automatic
winch. It is being built in line with
info. from Gennany on step towing,
winches, bigger drums and sensitive
wide range tow gauges to control the
wire playout.
It will feature a very
short drum to feeder roller and pressure
gauge to better control wire onto drum.
It should prove less hassle although
there are still a lot of problems.
We have a couple of winch sites around
Sydney suitable for thermal and cross
country but with height restrictions.
Our last few trips away have been quite
good . .
Easter at Rylestone saw a number of
pilots from PR2 up thermalling from
8.30 to late in the afternoon up to
heights of 5000'.
June long weekend - we were off to ??
where we have a towing site on a trial
basis. This site really pumps. I got
up on 3 out of 4 tows the first day but
the rest of the weekend was a bit windy
although some guy towed to 1400' or
1600'.
fly safely
Gary Morgan
TIPS ON TOWING
WEAK LINKS The old string and
many a tale has been told about how
they break. Well we don't have much
trouble with them and we don't change
them after. We put a new weak link
on in the morning and they go most of
the day. Why?
The drivers are mostly to blame.
Some drivers on go-go-go take up too
much tension too soon - say 150200lbs. Remember there is a lot of
stretch in the rope and it is my opinion
that there is more pressure at the glider
end in the first part of the tow than
shown on the gauge.
The SYDNEY TOWING CLUB will
be holding it's next meeting on:
Sat. 18th Oct at
1 Bond Place,
lllawong.
bring any videos you might have.
There will be talks on getting away in
your
first
thermal,
beginners
discussion, and a BARBIE! (BYO).

STATE AND CLUB NEWS

.
So if you're considering buying a new
glider for the coming season, I suggest
you order it right now before the
inevitable price rises.

Hi Gang,
In either this issue or the next one,
there is an article by Bruce
Cunningham on the use of airspace
above 5000' ASL in NSW. Please
ensure that you read it as it is
extremely important for the future of
Hang gliding in Australia. Basically it
involves the making of one phone call
before each days flying inland if you
think you are likely to go above 5000'
during a cross country flight. This call
lets the Flight Service Unit (FSU) in
your flying area know what's going on
so he can warn other aircraft of your
possible presence in any given area. It
is really very simple so make it a habit
this summer when flying inland. We
must show that we are responsible
airspace users and one phone call is a
miniscule price to pay for the right to
use huge chunks of extra airspace.
Cut out the relevent maps and FSU
numbers and keep them somewhere
handy (in your car glovebox etc.) End
of sermon.
As you may know, the 1986 NSW
State Competition is to be held at
Cooplacurripa from 25th Oct to 1st
Nov inclusive, so start grovelling to
your bosses at work for holiday leave.
These dates have been chosen so that
they
don't
clash
with
other
competitions, like Eungella.
This column is created in England
(sacred birthplace of the legendary
Magics) where I'm spending a brief
holiday. The price of a Magic 4 here
in the UK is $3600. The average
weekly wage here is $312, so a glider
is 11.5 weeks wages. In Australia, a
Foil or GTR with airffoils is roughly
$26S0 (a Magic is about $4000). The
average wage in Oz is $480 (Govt.
figures) so that represents 5.5 weeks
worth. A lot of you may have reacted
to the latest glider price increases with
shock, but you can see that they are
still compartively cheap. Be grateful
you don't live in Japan - a Magic there
costs over $6500!

The reason I mention all this is that
the recent large drop in the value of the
Oz dollar will cause imported glider
materials, like sailcloth, to rise hugely
in cost. Expect glider prices to rise
again early this summer to around
$3000.

Finally, congratulations to team Oz for
winning the recent American Cup held
in Canada and also to Mark Newland
for winning the US Nationals, beating
the Yanks on their home ground in their
own Nationals - great stuff.
Have fun, be good
William

DW1 -1974. Nose angle 130 0 • Sail area 200 sqft

by Rolfus Erroneous

Hello to you hibernating altitude
junkies. Freezing cold westerlies are
beginning to give way to sea breezes
and thermals, so it's time to crawl out
of your caves and resume your nomadic
lifestyles.
While winter wasn't a scream there
have, however been some nice flights
at Blackheath. For good thermall
flying days, forecast light to variable
winds seem better than westerlies,
which is the direction it faces. Just be
wary if the wind starts to come over
the back.
For our budding PR2 and 3 pilots,
inter-club comps may become a feature
of this summer. The aim of these
comps are manyfold.
Firstly, to

increase the skill level and flying hours
of less experienced pilots. Secondly,
to enable newcomers to the sport to
meet others at their own level as many
at present seem to be suffering from a
lack of sites to go to and friends who'll
go flying with them. Thirdly, to get
more aquainted at club level. This
should reduce the incidence of groups
of pilots rolling up to an unfamiliar
site with apparent disregard for local
rules and cUstoms.
I have put the idea to the Stanwell
Club at their Sept. meeting and have
met with an entusiastic response. If
any other clubs are interested please
write to'me - Rolph Muller
55 Correys Ave,
Concord 2137
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STATE AND CLUB NEWS
Myles Nott
Publicity Dir. &
Vic. Skysailor Ed.
057-861448
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Gidday peoples,
At the August Southern Hang Gliding
Club meeting we also had the Vic.
Hang Gliding Assoc. Annual General
meeting. Luckily the general meeting
went smoothly and quickly. Thanks
heaps to last years committee for their
efforts. You have all done very well!
Those macho people were:
John Walmsley
President
Colin Macrae
Secretary
Fiona Rausch
Treasurer
Shane Gleeson
Safety Director
Rob Vander Klooster
Comp Director
Michael Cockburn
Publicity Director
Don Rotman
Skysailor Editor
Simon McCracken
Pilot Rating 1&2 Rep.
The new representatives are:
John Walmsley
President
772 9723
Karl Zdero
Treasurer
5786594
Harry Timtschenko
Secretary
7981673
Peter Davies
Safety Director
5980645
Rod Vander Klooster
Compo Director
052-223019
Sean Trevathin
Pilot Rating 1&2 Rep.
3682111
ext 2785 BH

That last name is me and look I am
actually attempting to do my job!
NEWS FLASH for all Wesley Hill and
coastal soaring fans: Wes Hill made
coastal soaring history very recently
when he became the fIrst person to
hang glide from Mariners Lookout near
Apollo Bay to Spion Kop near
Fairhaven along the Vic. west coast.
A detailed report will appear in next
months issue of Skysailor.
After undergoing alterations the
Flinders ramp is even more fun to dive
off! It now has a greater spectator
carrying capacity and is sloped nicely
to give them all a good view of the
low, high speed passes. (It even makes
launching easier!) Thanks to everyone
who contributed to its alteration.
I here that Flinders has been "on" more
than Stanwell Park this winter and you
don't need "floaties" or raincoats to fly!
At the Victorian safety officer's
meeting we made a decision that will
lead the way in wind direction
indication. The offIcially recognised
method of indicating wind direction to
pilots etc in Vic. is now to point into
the wind or draw an arrow into the
wind.

When we verbally describe the wind
direction we say where the wind is
coming from eg a southerly wind is a
wind coming from the south. So why
not physically indicate the wind
direction the same way, that is, to
point to where the wind is coming
from? After all when we test wind
speed we point our speed indicators
into the wind so we should be familiar
at pointing into the wind! How's that
for logic?
Attention Everyone!
Some local pilots of NE Vic and the
Southern NSW area are interested in
forming a club. There is to be a
meeting for everyone interested at the
Townsend Hotel, Beechworth on
Wednesday, 15th Oct. If you would
like more information give Tony
Dennis (Big Gun) a ring on (060) 246
218.
Harry Summons is organlsmg a
towing comp near Tocumwall for early
November. There is more information
elsewhere in Skysailor on the subject.
Gals and Guys! Don't forget to go to
Southern Hang Gliding Club meetings.
Gavin Hill has organised some great
flying movies and hopefully we should
all have some wild new flying stories
to tell. So how about it? Yay Yay!
That's all pea - poles. Have fun!
Myles

Steve Stokes testing a CT
n ....... _k,..".

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor
The executive of SAHGA in reflecting
the general feeling of its members is
moved to condemn the handling of the
footwear (or lack of) incident
Obviously we are unable to make
judgements on the incident itself but
we feel that a public castigation of a
Safety Officer in Skysailor is a very
extreme measure to take and we can't
think of many actions that would really
warrant it.
In the past it appears that editorial
licence of Sky sailor has allowed
lengthy replies and personal criticisms
of members when comments addressing
the relevent issues would have been
much more constructive.
Skysailor is a necessary means of
communication for Australian pilots
and it can also serve as an instructional
tool. Used in the right way it can be
an invaluable asset but filling its pages
with personal criticisms reduces it to a
gossip rag.
yours faithfully
SAHGA Executive
Chris South replies ..•
Dear Geoff
The above letter is claimed by its
authors to "reflect" the feelings of the
members of SAHGA. In it, I am
accused of "filling Skysailors pages
with personal criticisms" and of
"reducing it to a gossip rag". Three
months ago, at the HGFA Convention,
the SAHGA representatives, also
claiming to reflect the feelings of their
members, voted in favour of a motion
congratulating me on my editorship of
Skysailor. If we are to assume that
such a large body of people is unlikely
to experience such a total and
simultaneous change of heart, we are
left with the very unattractive
conclusion that, either in this letter or
three months ago at the convention,
the elected representatives of SAHGA
have publically misrepresented their
members' opinions. Please don't read
anything sinister into this, as I
personally believe there has been a
genuine mistake and I feel sure that, on
realising
their
error,
SAHGA

executives
will
honour
their
responsibilities and apologise to their
members through these pages.
The issue that seems to have sparked
the SAHGA executives e.xraordinary
backflip is now being referred to as "
The Footwear (or lack of) Incident".
This is an incident which I personally
considered was finished on the day and I
felt that the intervention of the
NSWHGA Safety Director, who also
happened to be on top of Mt
Yarrahappini, should have been the end
of the matter. However the safety
officer in question obviously felt
differently and he exercised his rights as
a member by writing to Skysailor.
Unfortunately, his letter gave a false
impression of what actually took place
that day. As I had viewed the video,
and spoken at length with many of the
pilots who saw the incident flrst hand,
I was obliged as editor, to correct Gregs
quite unfair allegations. Many of the
pilots who were on top of the hill that
day have since admonished me for
treading too lightly.
The
SAHGA
executive,
while
admitting that they know nothing of
the incident in question, now choose to
"condemn" my comments as excessive
and
unjustifled,
under
the
circumstances. They alleged that my
criticisms of Gregs behaviour on the
day amounted to "public castigation",
despite the fact that my criticisms of
Greg's handling of the particular
incident was more than balanced by my
praise for his general attitude and
enthusiasm for his task. I'm sure that
Greg himself, on reflection, would
agree that a more diplomatic and
considered approach would have had
much better results.

'
and insoluble. Thus we are faced with
a choice of stopping Torquil from
flying altogether, or recognising the
soles of his particular feet as being
"suitable footwear" . Thus we are not
in Ole business of stopping people
from flying, the conclusion that
Torquils feet should be recognised as
"suitable
footwear"
becomes
inescapable, if we are to avoid the rule
from becoming self contradictory.
This does not, however, mean that
every pilot in Australia should throw
away their boots and joggers, and this
was never suggested. But in a sport as
diverse as hang gliding SOs will, from
time to time, be called on to deal with
situations that our rules do not
adequately cover. In such situations,
rigid and inflexible approaches will
only make matters worse.
Finally, I would like to congratulate
Forrest Park, the NSW Safety Director,
for his cool handed handling of a nasty
situation, and for making sure that
good sense fmally prevailed, at least on
the day.
fly far
Christophe
Footnote: After taking off unshod,
Torquil flew an impressive 40 km to
Upper Thora to record the longest
flight of the weekend.

',,

The question of whether or not Torquil
should have taken off without shoes
poses quite a dilemma for the "suitable
footwear" rule. On one hand, bare feet
can hardly be described as "footwear".
On the other hand, to a person who has
not worn shoes for ten years, and who
is quite used to running in barefoot
across rough country, it is difficult to
imagine any type of footwear which
would be "suitable" for the task of
launching a hang glider. If we insist
on a literal interpretation of the rule,
the dilemma becomes both unavoidable
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Dear Geoff
Kieran Tapsell's letter (Sky sailor Aug
'86) raises several ideas which really
deserve consideration. His dogged
defense of the arbitrary set of rules
represent the totallity of our approach
to safety at Stanwell Park typifies the
attitude that has limited the Stanwell
Park hang gliding club to the role of a
social club for resident pilots for too
long. Stanwell Park is the best and
safest ridge-soaring site within 80
miles of Sydney and as such is a vital
link to the development of new pilots
in the Sydney Area. At present the
rules governing the use of Stanwell
Park are a severs hindrance to new
pilots wishing to clock up valuable
flying time and to practise new skills.
But before commenting on the reasons
for this I would just like to put the
rules in their proper historical
perspective.

As soon as this rule was introduced it
was being broken by PR2 pilots
desperate to keep up their flying skills.
The only differences were that the rule
improved the commercial positions of
the instructors clever enough to exploit
it: and that PR2 pilots rather than
asking a safety officer for advice found
that they had to sneak off unobserved
and without the benefit of local
knowledge.
At the same time
experienced PR2 pilots who need only
wait to fill in a few flying days to gain
their PR3 ratings were banned
absolutely on weekends.

The original site rating at Stanwell
Park was B+3. This translated into
hang 3 (PR3) when the current rating
system was introduced. Because of the
total lack of new soaring sites within a
reasonable drive of Sydney B+2
(H2,PR2) pilots were allowed to fly at
Stanwell in suitable conditions only if
they had made satisfactory progress
towards their H3 and were under the
supervision of a Safety officer.
With the development of commercial
schools about 5years ago many Sydney
and local instructors started using
Stanwell as a training slope for new
PR2 pilots. Many of these pilots had
never flown anywhere but the sand
dunes and were almost totally
dependent on instructions sent via radio
by their instructors. Not surprisingly
safety problems soon arose with
underprepared
pilots
making
fundamental errors of judgement. But
the problem was not with the rule but
with the abuse of it by a few. In
response to this the Stanwell Club
changed the rule so that no PR2 pilots
could fly there at weekends and only
pilots approved to fly by an instructor
and under supervision could fly there
on weekdays. The few who had caused
the problem in the first place got
exactly what they wanted.
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The reason that I said that the rules at
Stanwell were "stupidly rigid" is
because that is exactly what they are.
Their effectiveness in preventing safety
problems at Stanwell is about that of
prohibition about the consumption of
alcohol in the USA during the 1930'.
The rigidity of the rules ensures they
will be broken and as such represent a
serious safety problem for Sydney
pilots.
As far as Kierans use of a pilot who
recently brought down power lines in
the park goes, I must admit that I am
amazed that Kieran chose to use an
example so damning to his case. The
pilot who brought down the power
lines was rated PR3 and was flyi ng in
accordance with the rules. The day in

question was strong and gusty and
perhaps PR3 pilots should not have
been flying on the day. Nevertheless
the rule says that if-you-are-PR3-youwill-be-safe and the results as Kieran
pointed out could have had disastrous
consequences.
Kierans comments on the mechanics of
litigation also, I must admit, puzzled
me greatly. Kierans comments as you
would expect from such an experienced
solicitor are perfectly correct. They
also have nothing to do with what I
was talking about in my editors note to
the
"Rhubarb
farmer
of Mt
Tambourine". I was not talking about
situations in which safety officers
advise pilots who are correctly rated for
the site. Obviously there would be
little question of whether or not the
person should have been flying. The
situation I was commenting on was
one in which a SO allows an underrated
pilot to fly from a site. The present
system offers no protection for those
SOs and could even work against them.
The new system, by officially
recognising the existance of such
situations and providing guidelines and
information for SOs goes much further
in protecting SOs from legal action.
Now back to Stanwell. I have been
flying Stanwell for llyears now and
was a foundation member of the club.
Naturally I care about the reputation of
the site and it pains me to see letters
like Nick Palaric's cast such a shadow
on us. But it would be deceitful to
hide the fact that Stan well Park is seen
by many pilots to be an elitist and
unfriendly
site. .
. This
view
unfortunately has much to justify it.
I recently had a stand up argument with
a SO who was (and probably still is) of
the opinion that PR2's are PR2's and
who refuses to do his job that is
assisting and advising inexperienced
pilots unless they are paying for a
lesson at the time. Needless to say I
was appalled by his attitude but I'm
afraid that while ever we have a rating
system and local rules that encourage
such attitudes I don't see how we can
expect better.
I'll be out of your way now, your
obediant servant
Christophe

DONT DUIT

710g H@I'iiiJd(jt

by Don Hewett

NEVER MIND!
I DON'T
NEED IT!

BRAIN SURGERY

TO THE EDITOR
The summer is coming!!
Time to check ti,e 'or diver, tunc the varia and re-calibrate the
barograph.
.
.
Witi, our new ANO, as wcll as some extra height conceSS ions,
now is the time to prepare for those long summcr tilC"nal ..n'ghlS
To help eliminate those wasted "wind ove~yle back .and
.. too windy to launch from the top of the hIli days you II
probably plan on doing some tow.launchmg:
Now's the time to get your tow gear organised. You II need a
DC TOW LOAD
TOWING TENSION METER Delux with buzzer
$150 + $5 p&p
Economy, no buzzer
$130+$5p&p
TOW ROPE. .. . ...... 250 m (about 800ft) rolls, S30 + freighl.
LEADERS ............ 3m long - $2 ea. + freight
.
WEAK LL'IK .......... rolis - makes 100's - $5 ea. + frclght
TOW BRIDLES ....... large diametcr, low stretch cord With
"panic snap" rclcase - $27.50 + $2.50p&p
NOW AVA1LABLE - TOTAL ENERGY (T.E.) PROBES
FITfED TO YOUR FAVOURITE VARIO
S60+ $5 p&p.
Yes we can do it on Hummingbirds, Balls and many OtilCrs!'!
probes can be mounted on top of the kingpost or adjacent tile
vario.

Denis Cummings
DighlS Crossing
Singleton 2330
Ph : (065) 72 4747
Phone for details of our TOWING CLASSES {car towing now trike towing AS SOON AS DOA give approval).
Levell & 2 Car towing classes - $80 for weekend.

Dear Geoff,
I've been avidly reading the various
letters to the editor and the associated
responses.
I must admit it does
surprise me that so many people don't
bother to confirm the 'facts' they base
their opinions on before rushing into
print. Rather than make the same
mistake I'll simply describe some of
the more negative experiences of hang
gliding that I've had in the hope that
someone can find some 'modus
operandi'that will prevent others from
going through the same hassles.
On deciding to start hang gliding
opened the yellow pages and foun.d a
school. My instructor gave multiple
lectures on safety, wind conditions, etc.
everyday and generally managed to
instil a strong respect in most of his
students for the vagaries of air and how
it moves. One thing that did surprise
me though was that it seemed that the
number of lessons required bore a direct
relationship to the price of the vehicle
you were driving. It also appeared that
females were really dangerous and
broke bones more often and really
should only fly if they had some
attached male to look after them. (Not
bad if you can manage it mind you.) It
took me 12 days on the sand dunes to
get my PR2. (Also got on the sand
40
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dunes). For 11 of those days I paid.
For five of those days I chased my
instructor round the sand dunes trying
to get him to tell me what I was doing
wrong or indifferently. People were
being advanced ahead of me when I w~
flying better than they were! ThiS
certainly didn't damage my technical
flying ability but it did shatter my self
confidence to such an extent that I very
nearly gave in and stopped flying. At
the time I didn't 'KNOW' how well I
was flying but it did feel right, I was
getting long distances from the du~es,
my turns and straight and level flight
appeared to be working well - at least
in my opinion, other students opinions
and other instructors opinions who
happened to be on the dunes on the
same days. Only that gave me the
courage to go on as I was beginning to
believe that if I was bad that it had to
take three times as long to get me into
the air safely as anyone else then I
really shouldn't be flying.
On
discussing the problem with another
female student I was reassured as she
believed that our instructor who shall
remain nameless , saw her at least, as
"a license to print money." In contrast
I have seen people given their PR2 by

the same person when the student
generally stalled on take-off and the~
proceded to join stalls together until
the bottom of the sand dune was
reached. This instructor also frequently
flew without shoes and sometimes
without a helmet. I have even offered
to fetch a helmet and told it didn't
matter.
This did not give me any desire
whatsoever to imitate his actions - I
know at least some of my limitations.
In fact I had a similar reaction to
Torquil flying without shoes. I know
my delicately nurtured feet couldn't
handle it, but then he seems to have
the opposite problem. Anyway I went
to other instructors and they were
pleased with the way I flew, in general
that is. I gave one a scare 'landing out'
about 100 yards down from the top of
Williamsdale and clipped the sign at
the bottom of Stanwell.
Neither
problem damaged me or my glider but
boy did my first instructor ream me
out. Screamed and shouted at me for
an hour. Not much fun at all.
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did have a nasty crash at
Cooplicurripa. Bent my keel, lost
some skin and blood etc. and thought I
was really in for some heavy
castigation. I was most surprised when
I was told by the same instructor not to
worry about it until I found out about
the policies going on at the time. By
the way Kel thank you for agreeing to
help someone take-off that you'd never
seen fly or had for a student and
especially for ringing Ian Jarrnan to
ensure my skill was adequate for the
task. As far as I'm concerned you are
one of the true gentleman of hang
gliding and I'm sorry you copped so
much flak over my mistake.
Getting into the air when I've had some
sort of a chance to stay in the air has
been a real problem. I travelled all
over the countryside and seriously
considered having a sex change as it
was all I needed to qualify as a Leyland - no, the brothers not the truck. I did
a towing course and had 18 tows in
two days, went up and down Glennies
Creek like a yo-yo. Treated Kel's place
like a home away from home, haunted
Ian Jarman and various others. By last
Christmas I'd had 3.5 hrs air time.
Anyway I went to Parkes and flew 30
kms in a straight line on the map (very
crooked in the air) and stayed up 3.5
hrs only coming down because I was
getting tired.
Still I couldn't fly
Stanwell at weekends because I didn't
have the magical three stuck to my
helmet and working to pay for hang
gliding lessons and gliders etc seemed
to take up the week.
Not being
allowed to fly at that particular site has
put my progress back about
six
months. The gap between PR2 and
PR3 seems to be a real problem and if
the new rating system can ease the
difficulty of this step it can only
benefit the sport.
PR2 problems tend to be, 'who do I
trust to tell me if my judgement of the
wind and site are correct' (I've been led
astray occasionally much to my regret);
'how do I confirm before driving X
hours that I at least have a chance of
gelling to a site where it's on'; 'how do
I find the bloody place'; 'how do I get
to the top when I don't have a 4WD,
don't know anyone but my instructor,

and he doesn't care'. (Most new pilots
are a bit diffident about approaching
strangers for help and who can blame
them - frequently they are given
incorrect advice.) Anyway apart from
the few glitches mentioned I find ii's
great fun and that the vast majority of
people are very helpful. Thanks to all
who got me this far.

And how will you know if you have?
Beware of glossary or gimmicky
presentations. Just because the author
had access to a word processor,
videotape machine or tape recorder
doesn't necessarily mean that his
glossy proposal is automatically
authoritative.
Presentation helps
readability, not content.

Avril Craighead
P.S. I never could spell- hope you can
decipher this . By the way, from
discussions with other beginning pilots
I'm not alone in my trials and
tribulations.
Dear Avril,
It's a lovely story, but any resemblance
to the truth is, I think, merely
coincidental.
You are a unique person and I know
you have left indelible memories in the
mind of every NSW instructor you
contacted.
I hope you find what you're looking for
one day.
Your old instructor
Dear Editor,
When the controversial rating system
proposed recently was rejected by the
HGF A Convention, a motion was
passed that the States were to submit
suggestions for the current systems
upgrade to be discussed at a meeting of
state representatives in (probably)
October. I also understand that the
suggestions were to be put in
Skysailor first. Hopefully by the time
this appears you'll have read them. If
you haven't ask why not!

Beware statements like "It took ten fiverated pilots two years to come up
with" .
There's no divine right
associated with either the experience or
the time it takes to prepare a proposal.
If the concept is flawed nothing will
save it.
Beware of schemes that impose ratings
that have no purpose whatsoever.
Unless a scheme can justify a rating
level in practical terms relating to
safety and/or site control it seems that
it is a waste of time and the
Federations money in administering it.
(Our PR5 rating is a classic example.)
With these warnings in mind, happy
evaluating.
Oh, another warning. I have to admit I
was involved in putting together the
Victorian submission. Please read the
above remarks with that in mind.
Maybe I'm slightly prejudiced.
I
should have told you that at the start?
Too late!
See Yer Up
John Reynoldson

At the risk of inviting vitriolic and
unwarranted personal attacks, I'd like to
make a couple of comments that apply
to ANY proposed rating scheme that
we members are asked to evaluate.
Firstly, beware of proposals that do not
completely explain the criteria for
success. Unless you have clear goals
you can hardly expect to achieve them.

SKYSAILOR
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EDITORS NOTE
I don't know about anyone else, but
I'm sick to death of the rating system
controversy. It's an important issue,
but it sure is turning out to be a long
one. Anyone remember the airspace
fight? The reason for there not being
any state submissions is that I have as
yet to receive any. I will look into
this and hopefully publish them next
issue.

Dear Geoff,
I wage all my fellow hang glider pilots
to tell their state associations a
categoric NQ to including trikes under
the banner of HGFA. Good luck to
their sport, but they must stand on
their own.
I grow tired of the media to us pilots as
"Hang Gliders". Whether it be "Hang
Gliders" taking off from Mt Buffalo
during the ABC's coverage of the Blue
Stratos Classic or "hang gliders" taking
offfrom Mt McKinlay on nines Wide
World of Sport (Did you see the frail
take off technique?) It's up to all of us
members and associations alike, to
phone our Journo. mates at the radio
and TV stations and let them know the
correct terminology.
Maybe I'm
overplaying it, but it really grates on
me.
I have a favor to ask of my aviation
friends out there. I am after an owner's
manual, including set-up procedure, for
a Probe 1 175. I'll pay copying and
postage charges of course.
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Let me also give my whole-hearted
support for a new rating system. Let's
get the bugs ironed out and get back to
the fundamentals of free flight.
Ken Lilley
Phone Ken on (057) 931385 AH.

Dear pilots,
Well just a short note.
story as far flight goes.

Not my life

Why don't all pilots stop complaining
and crucifying at the idea of a new
rating system. Advance Australia and
at least let it take footing. I don't want
to live in forward backwards land.

to Sue and Grant for looking after me
and giving me a good time.
Many thanks also to Paul and Zony
Cash for three great days of flying at
Byron Bay, and thanks Paul for the
stay at your place.
Also thanks to Michael Ashton and
family of Sydney, thanks Mike for that
game of golf.
Safe flying to all
Terry Rhodes - and the old grey E.H.

How about some interesting subjects
such as flying ideas and experiences and
so on!
I myself fly a hang glider not a log
book.
Your truly
Wayne Jones

THANKYOU
I:LQ.k

TO

THE

CAIRNS

I have just returned from a 6 week hang
gliding trip from Vic. to Cairns Qld. I
would like to say many thanks to all
the Cairns hang gliding people as they
took me in as one of their own and
thank you Nev Akers for all the
information and help you gave me on
your flying sites and also to Ernie for
some great barbies on the hill and also

Phil Mathewson flying the "weapon"

The evolutionary process here at
Enterprise Wings has continued. Over
the winter months we have been
working hard developing improved low
speed handling and turning coordination
in the Foil. This has resulted, with
great success, in the Foil B series.

with
increased
frame
completes the package.

anhedral

At present we have available the 160
B. It is based around the very popular
155 Foil, frame construction is
virtually the same and the sail
planform incorporates added tip area. A
slightly revised airfoil section along

Unfortunately all this prototyping has
been at the cost of the development of
the Aero. This glider, as we earlier
indicated, will be ready during Spring
and at this stage, despite having taken a
back seat, should be ready by the end of
October.

The first new gliders will be seen at
Eungella and production scheduling has
commenced. We have plans to build
also a smaller and larger version.

We also recommend strongly that
mainsails and particularly the trailing
edges of gliders should be made of
white cloth. We have a heavier cloth
which we specifically use for this
purpose as coloured cloths are a lot
lighter in weight and less able to
handle the loads involved. We are not
able to guarantee, over the typical
lifespans of the gliders, that the
coloured trailing edges remain flutter
free. Keep this in mind when thinking
of colour choices for your new glider.

MARKET PLACE
Phone Heather (049) 977 272
SKYTREK GYRO 160 (PRl)
Light blue, dark blue, yellow, low
airtime, excellent handling glider,
$1295.
Phone Mick (02) 451 5353
SWIFT 170 (PR3)
Excellant condition, flies really well,
$6500no.
Contact Perry (048) 612 210 AH;
(048) 682 066 BH or
Tom (03) 3631524 (Vic)
PARACHUTE
Moyes excellent condition, includes
deployment bag and bridle $250
C.B RADIO
5 watt hand held Dick Smith, clips
onto a frame, has all necessary jacks.
Excellent condition $100.
Phone Frank (067)322 733 BH;
(067) 323 306 AH
PROBE 165 (PR3)
Excellent for your first double surface
glider. Great handling. $12000no
Phone Bruce 389 5218. .
GYRO 160 (PRl)
Good condo $1200
Phone Bernard (046) 255 158
PANTHER 133 (PR3)
The glider designed for ladies and
lightweight guys. Weighs only 551bs.
Excellent handling and performance.
Mint condo $1800
POD HARNESS
Used only once, size is small, colour
pink!! $300

MAGIC 3 166 (PR3)
Airfoil uprights, VB, dacron sail.
Completely overhauled- new rigging,
bolts and fittings, New mylar inserts
and ball tips. Give away at $1400
SKYSYSTEMS POD HARNESS
Small size, suit up to 5'6". Red with
rainbow webbing. CB radio pockets, 2
twist lock carabiners. Only $350 ono
CB RADIO
Dick Smith 5 watts 6 channel. Brand
new, suit schools etc $100
All the above, contact William White
(02) 665 7314
(Will the person who "borrowed" my
Moyes backpack harness a few months
ago at Stanwell please ring me to
arrange the return of it to me.)
GYRO 2 160 (PRl)
Yellow, green and black $1500
Phone Wozza (02) 9494829
HIGHWAY DEMON 175 (PR3)
Imported from England. Red in colour,
sweet handling fully enclosed floating
cross bar. Spare frame available. Parts
available through Moyes $600
FULL COCOON HARNESS with
new PA chute $300
Phone Simon H: (02)371 4721; W:
(02) 810 7888
MARS 170 (PRl)
Green, yellow and white, in excellent
condo $950 ono
MARS 175 (PRl)
White $500 ono
Phone Shane (02) 949 2327

MAGIC 3 177 (PR4)
$850
FOIL 165 (PR4)
$1500
Both with airfoil uprights, kingpost
and speed-bar.
Phone Denis Cummings
(065) 72 4747

VIC
WANTED DESPARATELY: EF 5's
or EF6's.
To fill big demand! Will offer good
prices.
Phone Mick on (053) 322 495 or 377
377
MOYES GT 170 (PR3)
Red LIE, orange and yellow
undersurface and white mainsail. One
of the last GTs made featuring radial
sail cut. Good condo and handles
beautifully. This kite has proven its
ability by flying 150 kms, $1200
Phone Myles Non (057) 861 448
PROBE 2 175 (PR3)
One of the last Probes built (Aug 84)
with the mylar tip panels. Excellent
condoand clean throughout. Blue LIE,
white top and T.E, gold undersurface.
$14000no
ALSO 3 Midland 40 Ch CB's, 2 set up
for gliders and the other is a car unit.
Batteries, aerials, glider clamps for
mounting, battery charger are all
available. $100 each, pick what bits
you need.
Phone Robert (052) 471319 W;
441587 H.
SKYSAILOR
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Progressive Aircraft, PRO STAR 160
(PR3) - US Glider- similar to Probe
Good condo glider, black undersurface
with white star and rainbow. LIE's are
black and sail is white. It also has a
tension tang to pull the riging wires
tight which makes good ground
handling. $1000
Phone Lothar Witt (03) 531 2129

MAGIC 3 165 (PR4)
Yellow LIE, green undersurface,white
mainsail. Airfoil uprights and
kingpost. Speed bar with VB, all
dacron sail with mylar LIE. Handles
extremely well. Urgent sale must sell
for $1300 ono.
Phone: Boot (09) 294 3929
(WA dober)

MOYES GT 170 (PR3)
VG, 60 hrs airtime, late modelcomplete with batten profile and
owners manual. Excellent condo
Yellow LIE, blue double surface with
centre part rainbow, remainder white.
Ideal upgrade glider- good performance/
handling with VG. Keep glider for a
season, resell for near purchase price
without losing the ususal $1000. You
can own and fly this attractive glider
for $950.
Phone Brian Duffy (079) 922676 or
Pat Purcell (079) 724278
GT 170 (PR3)
Red keel pocket, blue undersurface
white mainsail. This old glider is ~
nice flyer and a competitive performer
in good cond:' Iwould accept a swap for
Thomman altimeter and cash or a good
beginner glider or $800 cash.
Phone Wayne (075) 584267

FOIL 165 (PR4) (wants run for 2
months)
6 months new, mylar LIE, white
mainsail, rainbow, yellow
undersurface. Airfoil uprights and
kingpost with stainless steel luff lines.
$16000no
Phone Phil Flentje (08) 271 0779 W;
272 5437 H.

SKYLANDS ALTAIR 165 (PR2)
A great training glider thro' to
intermediate glider, features swivel tips
and pull-back cross-bar retention
system (same as double surface gliders)
Yellow, burgundy and white. All nuts,
bolts and screwsrecently replaced.
$1000.
Phone 02 398 1902 AH or
022903066
SKYSYSTEMS POD
Red with rainbow striping. Small.
Excellent condition. Has tow loops.
$3300no.
Phone Phil or Trevor 02 398 2902
or 02 251 2704

,~
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TR~ KES

AND HGFA

by Phil Mathewson
On 15th Sept. Denis Cummings, Rick Duncan and myself
went down to Canberra to meet with representatives from the
Australian Ultralight Federation (AUF) and Dept. of Aviation
(DOA) to resolve the situation with trikes.
As it stands at the moment, a trike under 115 kg empty
weight is legal to fly, up to 500' only, under ANO 95.10.,
without licence, without any airworthiness certificate and
without any formal registration. Basically you can buy it
and fly it.
However, a trike weighing over 115 kg or designed as a two
seater has no ANO and does not fit into any present aviation
category. THEY ARE THEREFORE ILLEGAL. Tow
trikes weigh about 150 kg thus are also illegal.
As per the mandate from the member states we organised the
Canberra meeting to:
1.
Legalise trikes as soon as possible and
2.
Discuss who, if anyone, would take responsibility for
trikes.
The following decisions were made at that meeting:
1.
HGFA should take on FULL responsibility for trike
flying, in all forms, as soon as possible. The reasons
for this are
a)
The AUF is not in a position to undertake
this additional responsibility.
b)
The AUF does not have the depth of
knowledge that HGFA has to
deal with aspects of airworthiness.
c)

2.

3.

It was felt that trikes were intrinsically
closer to hang gliders than ultralights and,
even though there would be trike pilots
who would never fly hang gliders,
HGFA should still take
the responsibility.
d)
It was not possible for OOA to
create a new aviation category
ANO just for a minority group
due to pending govt. papers on
sport aviation safety.
Trikes over 115 kg (and probably under
150Kg) would have to undergo virtually
the same airworthiness standards as
ultralights presently under the 95.25
ANO with data packages for each model
of trike to be submitted andcertified before
being made legal.
Two seater trikes would not be allowed
except for training purposes and only
within a certain radius of the training

5.

6.

engineers reports of the various tow mechanisms,
bridles etc have been submitted and certified.
Each trike under this category to be registered with
HGFA and number displayed on the wing of the
trike.
A suitable Pilot Training and Rating Scheme devised
and incorporated into our manual of procedures.

Basically, what it means is that we will not get any more
than the AUF have and that trikes utilise whatever procedures
are already available for airworthiness, operations etc. ie
from GFA and AUF training manuals, USHGMA
certification manual, our own manual etc.
The first question is for the states to AS SOON AS
POSSmLE to decide whether HGFA takes on trikes
completely. If this was decided, there would be separate trike
and hang gliding committees and separate insurances and
registration. There would be no extra cost to the hang
gliding purist. I believe our members would benefit from
this incorporation and foresee no problems with integration
as long as the two are kept separate.
The bottom line is that unless we take on trikes now it will
be many years before they become legal. At the moment
they stay illegal until all the formalities have been complied
with. The burden is now on the Duncans and other
manufacturers to compile their data packages and training
schemes and on HGFA to amend the ANO's and organise
operation procedures.
We have been given the respect of the other aviation bodies
and are now allowed the same airspace as them. We must
maintain this respect and strive to hasten the governmental
processes rather than destroy our credence by irresponsible
acts. We can all have our fun in the air and fly legally at the
same time. THINK before you do fly and notify your local
FSU BEFORE you go cross country. It's only common
courtesy.

area.
4.

Trike towing only to be allowed when
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FOIL 1BDB
LETS YOU HANDLE THE PERFORMANCE
AND THE EVOLUTION CONTINUES ...

